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Bas Buchner

Dot on the horizon?
It’s far more important to discover
what lies beyond!

Blueprint 2050

The maritime world beyond the horizon
The ‘dot on the horizon’ appears to be the foundation for most future visions currently. That’s a little strange and even
short-sighted, appearing to indicate an inability to look beyond what is already seen and known. Is this approach due to
the fact that we are gradually becoming a nation of landlubbers, living safely behind our dykes? Do we turn our backs on
the sea too much, as stated by journalist Thijs Broer in the Dutch book Langs de kust? Broer sailed along the Dutch coast
while exploring the relationship between the Dutch and the sea. His conclusion: “Despite our location and history, we
have distanced ourselves from the sea far more than we like to admit.”
Along the way Broer was fortunate enough to meet former Prime Minister and submarine commander Piet de Jong,
who recently died at the age of 101. A typical quote in one of the newspaper articles after his death stated that “De Jong
wasn’t seen as a passionate visionary, but he knew how to get things done.” Not a ‘passionate’ visionary? How so?
When Thijs Broer asked him why the Netherlands had become so introverted, De Jong replied: “For some, the coast is
the end of the country, for others it is the beginning of the world.”
A dot on the horizon? It’s far more important to discover what lies beyond! Because our future lies on the water. Over 70
per cent of the surface of our blue planet consists of water. It is a precondition for all known forms of life: there is no life
without water. The Netherlands is situated in a river delta and is inextricably linked to the sea. We discovered the world
over water, and Rotterdam is still the mainport of Europe. Dutch engineered and built innovations sail and work on and in
the world’s seas. In addition, water provides new sources of energy, raw materials, food and transport. At a time of rising
sea levels and overpopulation, the sea provides space and opportunity: living afloat, food cultivation in and on the water,
energy generation and storage, recreational activities, and more. To utilise these opportunities, we must learn to better
understand, use and protect the sea; combining economy and ecology isn’t green, it is blue!
We have called this publication Blueprint 2050, the maritime world beyond the horizon. Inspired by the centenary of NISS
(the national institute for shipping and shipbuilding, see page 59), over sixty Dutch maritime professionals got together
over the past year to discuss the future of the maritime sector. The NISS aims to use its anniversary to look forward and
not back, as this better serves the sector. Four working groups brainstormed on future maritime scenarios, ship modes
concepts and systems, design and production processes, and maritime domains and innovative developments. As we are
not used to looking so far ahead, these meetings were inspirational and dynamic, resulting in new future perspectives for
all who participated.
The results of the meetings are reflected in this magazine; a vision of how the maritime sector might look in 2050. It is
not intended as a detailed design or scientific study, rather as a ‘blueprint’ in the spirit of the Dutch Van Dale dictionary
definition: “a design, sketch, preliminary plan.” All those involved in this blueprint are well aware that the future may look
very different but this doesn’t mean they shouldn’t set a course. It’s time to head out to sea!
Bas Buchner

Bart van Tongeren

Chair Blueprint 2050 steering group

Chair NISS Foundation
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A VIEW FROM 2050

It’s 2050 and the Dutch Minister
of Maritime Affairs is reflecting on four scenarios

SCENARIO 1:
CLASSICAL GROWTH
Author: Robert Visscher

After the deluge
As the 2050 Minister of Maritime Affairs

“I’m writing this from the new capital just off the coast, the former location

Marit Ruys looks back on developments

of the city of Leiden. It was indeed a huge challenge to make the Netherlands

over the past three decades or so, she
shares her vision of the future based on

climate-proof, but partly thanks to the Ministry of Maritime Affairs we have been
successful. The new capital is also referred to as the Dutch Venice.

several very different scenarios. The four

It is obviously a huge loss that many of the old Dutch cities along the coastline

scenarios on which she derives her vision

didn’t make it, but we regained something that is perhaps equally impressive:

were drawn up by the NISS working group

new floating towns and metropolises. This once again underlined the scope

Maritime Scenarios and used by the other

of the maritime sector in the Netherlands as we developed some impressive

working groups to consider the implications

creations in a short period of time. There are still echoes of the cities of old here

for their field. The stability of the geopolitical

and there, such as Rotterdam’s Euromast towering above the water and the

situation and the extent of the switch from

Brandaris lighthouse, the tip of which is still visible from the former island of

fossil to renewable energy are both uncertain
variables with huge potential impact.
These uncertainties are incorporated in four
different scenarios which are addressed
throughout the magazine.

Terschelling. Countless tourists sail by these sights.
After all climate agreements failed, the consequences were huge: alternative
fuels were banned as they were too expensive and took too much effort,
according to the politicians. Moreover, the new emerging economies did not
want costly fuel and opted for cheap oil, gas and coal to power their economic
growth.
The earth became more polluted, and sea levels continued to rise. Thankfully,
the Netherlands was able to show its resilience, and our technologies for building
larger floating cities are now also being used elsewhere, including in the Asian
deltas. In fact, our expertise in water has not been as relevant worldwide since
the time of the Delta Works, and our maritime companies are now working

GEOPOLITICAL
STABILITY

FOSSIL ENERGY
SOURCES

across the globe to help shape the new world.”

RENEWABLE
ENERGY

* Lots of global trade
* Use of mainly fossil fuels
* Greater prosperity
* Increase in tourism
* Substantial rise in sea levels

GEOPOLITICAL
INSTABILITY
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Computers take over ship design

The selfdesigned vessel
Autonomous computers that design vessels themselves. This will
be possible by 2050 predicts the NISS working group Design and
Production Processes. “We will gradually rely less on people to
design vessels,” says chairman Ubald Nienhuis. “Instead we will teach
computers to do it for us.”

8
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Author: Ingrid Zeegers

D

esign is a creative profession that combines art and science.

regulations and liability will have to be reviewed,” says Nienhuis.

Designers use their own – almost artistic – creative power to

“For innovation, goal-based regulations (open standards) are more

make something new. In addition, they deploy a wide range

suitable than mandatory prescriptive regulations in which the

of high-quality tools, such as computer-aided design and a

legislator in fact specifies the technological solution.”

variety of prediction models.
The working group believes that this craftsmanship will change

Smart materials

considerably. “Imagine cognitive supercomputers à la Watson.

And there will be more changes as we head towards 2050, Nienhuis

This type of computer transforms large streams of structured and

underlines. “Vessels have so far been designed with one specific

unstructured data into useful information. To do so, computers

mission in mind, such as cruising or dredging. In 2050 we will

must learn to think in ordinary human language. They are now being

be building so-called self-configuring vessels which can switch

trained to function in the medical sector, but we will soon see them

functions. For example, a cruise ship moors itself, removes its own

in the maritime and offshore design sector as well.”

superstructure, configures its hull and continues onward as a trailing

But what exactly should the design computer be able to do?

suction hopper dredger. Or less extreme: a vessel that sails fifteen

“It’s quite complicated. People don’t only use technical and legal

knots should also be able to sail eighteen knots when there are

preconditions and their own brain to make considerations and

major shifts in fuel prices. We no longer design vessels for a 25-year

decisions – they also use the input of clients, colleagues or even

lifespan, but develop models that repair or reconfigure themselves.

their partner. People think very fluidly. Universities have been

This demands an entirely different starting point.”

working on algorithms that simulate this human thought process for
years. This search and the further development of algorithms will
continue to be the major challenge in the automation of the design
process over the coming years.”
And it’s not just the computer that needs to learn, people must
also become accustomed to the new technical reality. Virtual reality
plays a major role in this framework. “This development will move

“Vessels will repair
themselves in 2050.”

rapidly in the coming ten to twenty years. It is an intermediate stage
in which virtual reality can give people insight into the behaviour of
systems. This involves both visual insight, as well as the ability to

New materials, such as smart coatings, plastics and materials with

sense how a vessel vibrates, and which movements and noises

sensors, also play a role in the design process. They determine the

there are. In this regard, there is still progress to be made in

design, the blueprint of the vessel. These intelligent materials enable

technological terms.”

new functions too. “For instance, they indicate when they should

So, why is virtual reality an intermediate stage? “When the

be replaced or repaired. Some intelligent materials will determine

technology has been optimised, and computers keep themselves

the design of the vessel, or the insulation behaviour or magnetic

running and generate their own solutions, which insights do people

signature. These materials not only influence the ship design,

really need? After all, we don’t understand exactly how televisions

therefore, but also the design process. Such variables are taken into

work either. This means there will come a time when people no

account by the (automatic) designer.”

longer need to understand the technology because it regulates

It only seems a matter of time before the computer is ready to

itself. We’re then left with the fun factor of virtual reality, which will

design a vessel independently. What does this mean for the design

probably still exist in 2050.”

sector? “Initially people will still provide input to the computer
based on a package of requirements. For example: what type of

Designing the autonomous vessel

vessel should be designed? What functions should it include? In

The design computer will be put to work, and people will follow the

the distant future, however, this package is a derivation of other

design process via virtual reality. What we will see is a maritime

design processes which will be interlinked via the semantic web, a

world created by machines. “There will be autonomous vessels on

self-learning system. This means that there will be a time when the

the waters in 2050. We already had unmanned minesweepers and

computer decides what it should or wishes to design. When that

remote controlled survey vessels and sailboats in 2016 – this will be

time comes, people will become irrelevant in a ship design process.

extended with other unmanned (transport) vessels.”

That will be the role of the computer.” ¾

This in turn has consequences for the design, and vessels
will look very different when facilities for people are no longer
necessary. “Issues such as SOLAS requirements, environmental

Blueprint 2050 |
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The yard of the future

Wireless craftsmanship
The yard of the future will take shape via a combination of various existing
trends, such as automation, self-assembly (3D printers) and connectivity
(RFID tags). This is the opinion of the NISS working group on Design
and Production Processes. “If we so choose, automation will take over an
increasing number of tasks now carried out by people,” says chairman

Author: Ingrid Zeegers

Ubald Nienhuis. “The end destination will be an unmanned yard.”

S

ay the word shipyard and there is a good chance it will

increasingly taking on human tasks and the end result will be an

conjure up nostalgic images of human craftsmanship. This

entirely unmanned yard.”

image is ready for an update as yards evolve under the
same automation trends as other production activities.

Inspiration at Maasvlakte II

The determining factors will be the Internet of Things, in

Anyone curious to see how the yard of the future might look

which devices and components are linked to the internet via

should visit the Maasvlakte in the port of Rotterdam, where an

sensors, RFID tags and cameras, making it possible to direct

automated container terminal has operated since 2015. People

and coordinate processes in an intelligent way. Other factors

still work there, however, mainly for the control of processes,

include the further development of smart robots and wireless

software adaptation and remote control. So how does this

communication systems (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth). The high degree of

translate to the unmanned yard?

connectivity will allow machines to communicate with each other

Nienhuis would be surprised if many software programmers are

and with the surrounding environment. Smart robots will soon be

still needed in 2050. “Twenty years ago I was already using rapid

making their ‘tour of duty’ at the yard.

deployment kits when programming. With a few specifications,

What does this mean for the production process: will there only

software could be instructed to create other software. It

be robots involved by 2050? “The development of the unmanned

seems unlikely that we will still be writing code ourselves in

yard will be a gradual process,” Nienhuis says. “The maritime

35 years: that will be the role of computers. We are entering

industry has been engaged in automation for a long time

an era in which artificial intelligence will take on many human

already: no one is surprised to see a welding or cutting robot,

tasks. Supercomputers are learning through the semantic web,

say. The developments towards unmanned yards are an ongoing

which allows them to make connections between all kinds of

process.. There will eventually be robots that can fabricate

information on the internet and give them meaning. This will link

metal, carry out repairs, lay pipes, apply insulation, connect

all types of fields of knowledge, including those in the maritime

cables and work on floors. Furthermore, there will be new

sector. And then things will start moving very quickly indeed.”

types of inspection robots in addition to the familiar diving robot.
Automation will also affect the logistical process around the

Large-things-yard

yard. This includes warehouse management and the supply

A 3D printer will make it possible to produce large objects

of materials, which will be delivered by automated trolleys at

anywhere, for instance on a floating dock at sea. In fact, a 3D

the right time in the right place. In other words, the production

printer may very well manufacture the dock itself. “We are seeing

process at the yard will change completely. Automation is

3D printing emerging everywhere. In the Australian mining sector,

10 | Blueprint 2050

a company is using a 3D printer to fabricate spare parts on-site.
This is just as possible for small machine parts as large objects.
It can be done anywhere, even on board a vessel at sea. The
capacity to manufacture parts locally will change the nature of the
logistics process.”
Perhaps there will be no such thing as a yard dedicated to
building vessels by 2050. Instead there may simply be a ‘large-

What can happen in 50 years?

things-yard’. “Why would such an automated yard be used
only for vessels if other large or medium-sized objects can be

1965 Scotland. Construction starts on Queen Elizabeth 2, one of the

manufactured there too?” Nienhuis asks. “It could instead host

last great transatlantic liners, in Clydebank. She was initially fitted

all kinds of combined production processes. Even the materials

with steam turbines, which would be replaced by a diesel-electric

could be put together on the spot, as needed. At the same time,

drive in 1986. The yard employed many different types of craftsmen.

all these machines will use huge amounts of energy, and such
extreme automated yards may only become feasible once we are

2015 Maasvlakte II. The most highly automated container terminal

able to synthesise unlimited clean fuel.”

in the world has robots working 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

Nienhuis feels that there is still a lot of work to do until 2050.

Containers are moved for storage and transhipment with automatic

Before the automated yard actually arrives, traditional yards still

cranes and self-driving vehicles under the watchful eye of human

have a very important role to play. “In the transition phase, we

regulators in the control room. The automated terminal employs

may see workers using exoskeletons that allow them to work

primarily ICT specialists (for software optimisation) and process

stronger, faster and with more precision. In addition, the design,

supervisors (remote control).

construction and operation of ships will increasingly merge. Yards
will make this development visible and tangible to customers.

2065 The Caribbean. Robots build a self-configuring vessel directly

Virtual reality can play an important role in this: soon, clients

on a floating dock made using a 3D printer. The vessel will harvest

will be able to oversee the manufacturing process on remote (a

manganese nodules at great depth, cover long distances quickly,

development pioneered by car plants). This openness will make

and be able to stay at sea for decades at a time. Supervisory tasks

the production process in the maritime sector more

and problem-solving functions are assured by artificial intelligence

transparent.” ¾

systems.
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‘I don’t see a complete
vessel being printed
any time soon’
Yard owner and student discuss
the future of shipbuilding

12 | Blueprint 2050

He wants to be a project manager, technical draftsman or troubleshooter.
Mitchell Brinkman (19), a secondary vocational student, sits down for
a conversation with Holland Shipyards Group general director Cor
Hoogendoorn (54). The pair exchange opinions and try to sketch the
contours of what a shipyard can be expected to look like in 2050. The
brainstorming is quite fruitful. They agree that there will be no completely
unmanned yards, but that autonomous vessels will have been sailing the

Author Paul Steenhoff | Photography: Studio Rogier Bos

world’s seas for some time by 2050.

T

he Holland Shipyards office has a view over the

phenomenon in which the Netherlands and Western

Boven Merwede river, including the birthplace of the

Europe only play a minor role. Did you know that the

Holland Shipyards Group. “That was where I started

Netherlands only accounts for three per cent of all new-

a yard focused on inland shipping vessels in 1981,”

build projects? In addition, automating yards will lead to

Cor Hoogendoorn remembers. Mitchell Brinkman may not

problems regarding employment, with a lot of people

have been born at that time but he and Hoogendoorn share

ending up on the street. What will they do and how will we

something in common: Brinkman is a fourth year secondary

preserve their know-how? I really don’t see it happening at

vocational student in mechanical engineering at the Da Vinci

this time.”

College in Dordrecht, the same school where Hoogendoorn

Brinkman is slightly more optimistic. “While I can imagine

was educated in his day. Moreover, a love of the maritime

an automated process for building new vessels, repairs are

world runs in both families: Brinkman inherited it from his

a different story altogether. They will always require a

grandfather, who still works for superyacht builder

human eye because there will be a need to improvise in

Oceanco, while Hoogendoorn has passed it on to his four

many cases, and that is something robots cannot do. In

sons, three of whom work at his yard.

other words, professionals will remain necessary. Yards
cannot work entirely without people.”

The unmanned yard
Anyone thinking about yards and the future will naturally

Specialisation and cooperation

come to the subject of the unmanned yard where robots

Automated yards may not be right around the corner as far

produce vessels. “To be perfectly honest, I can’t quite

as Hoogendoorn is concerned – however, he certainly sees

picture it yet,” Hoogendoorn says. “Given the amount of

advantages in optimising processes through specialisation.

knowledge and capital required, it feels very much like a

“By this I mean the way professionals become increasingly

first-world preoccupation – but shipbuilding today is a global

proficient in a niche. For example, a specialist might focus
completely on the welding of stainless steel, while another

“Professionals will
remain necessary.
Yards cannot work
without people.”

becomes an expert in finishing processes. Such independent experts will start networking with each other more
and more. The stainless steel specialist may in turn work
with someone dedicated to welding steel, who further joins
forces with a professional who is only concerned with the
non-destructive testing of welds. Yards such as mine increasingly make use of such chains of experts, from cutting
packages to paintwork. ICT will play an important role in
this specialisation. The intensity of ICT use can help set us

Blueprint 2050 | 13

apart from other countries with major shipbuilding sectors.
Globalisation will make the sharing and dissemination of
knowledge an important feature of the maritime industry in
2050.”
Brinkman notes that education is lagging significantly
behind what he saw during his internship at the repair yard
Damen Schiedam and what he hears from Hoogendoorn.
“Our teachers think in much more traditional ways,” the
student says. “They are at a substantial remove from the
current market. For instance, my programme has a welding
robot available but I’ve never had the opportunity to work

der them, even the sustainable bio-composites. However, I

with it. The time has surely come for that I think.”

agree with Mr Hoogendoorn when he says that people are

“Remember that you have to have a very good foundation

the limiting factor, not the material. We can do more in this

before you can work with a robot,” Hoogendoorn replies.

field.”

“If a robot fails just as the last weld is being carried out,

The same applies to 3D-printing. “I don’t see a complete

operators must have the skill to finish the work on their

vessel being printed any time soon, Hoogendoorn says.

own. It’s no good if operators know how to control a robot

“However, I do think that printing will be a solution for

but not how to weld properly themselves.”

making complex shapes such as a turbocharger or machine part. Printing results in high quality at low cost. Simple

Composites and printing

things must be kept simple. A turbo is all right, but a com-

Shipbuilding traditionally involves steel. But why not

plete vessel? No.” Neither of the two men believes that

composite or even bio-composite? After all, these materi-

vessels will look radically different in 2050. “In my opinion

als are lighter, easier and faster to shape, and the latter is

hulls will look the same, although the bridge may be dispen-

more sustainable too. “I must say that this is far out of my

sed with,” Hoogendoorn states. “By then, vessels will sail

comfort zone,” Hoogendoorn admits. “You should know,

themselves and move much faster. Autonomous navigation

for example, that there are types of high tensile steel which

is on its way, and will certainly get here before 2050. We

can withstand higher loads per square millimetre, making it

already have the knowledge: it’s only matters of geopolitics

possible to make thinner and lighter equivalent structures.

and legislation that hold us back.”

But when push comes to shove, clients often simply prefer

Brinkman agrees with this view. “I believe that it will not

ten millimetres of steel to four. This is an argument I have

be the production that determines our role in the maritime

had and lost many times.”

industry but rather our drive to innovate. The Dutch are

Brinkman does expect that composite will be useful in the

an inquisitive people with a lot of maritime knowledge. If

shipbuilding industry of the future. “The first applications

we stay firmly committed, we will remain a leader in the

are already implemented, and my school subjects do consi-

industry.” ¾

Holland Shipyards Group
Since 1981, Cor Hoogendoorn’s business has grown into the holding company Holland Shipyards Group, with
several subsidiaries. Holland Shipyards’ products include offshore support vessels and special projects, such
as the hybrid tug Eddy Tug. Holland Accommodation Rentals facilitates the construction, sale and leasing of
floating staff accommodation for the offshore industry. And the company Instalho Shipping focuses on the
construction and modification of inland and seagoing vessels. Holland Shipyards Group also recently took over
Teus Vlot Dredging, which will be known as TV Dredging in the future.
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A VIEW FROM 2050

It’s 2050 and the Dutch Minister
of Maritime Affairs is reflecting on four scenarios

SCENARIO 2:
DEFENSIVE
AND PROTECTIONIST
Author: Robert Visscher

Distrust and fear
As the 2050 Minister of Maritime Affairs

When Donald Trump became President of the United States, he immediately

Marit Ruys looks back on developments

closed the borders before cancelling all trade agreements and causing the

over the past three decades or so, she
shares her vision of the future based on
several very different scenarios. The four

United States to close in on itself. The rest of the world soon followed. The
major power blocs in America, Europe, Russia and Asia aimed to become
self-sufficient and eyed each other with suspicion. The long struggle for

scenarios on which she derives her vision

influence over Eastern Europe between Russia and Western Europe did not

were drawn up by the NISS working group

help matters. World trade collapsed. Intercontinental container shipping soon

Maritime Scenarios and used by the other

stopped almost entirely. While anything and everything, from clothing to TV

working groups to consider the implications

sets, had been made in China, things soon changed. In the Netherlands, we

for their field. The stability of the geopolitical

now use 3D printers for a lot of products. Almost everything is made locally,

situation and the extent of the switch from
fossil to renewable energy are both uncertain
variables with huge potential impact.
These uncertainties are incorporated in four
different scenarios which are addressed
throughout the magazine.

GEOPOLITICAL
STABILITY

FOSSIL ENERGY
SOURCES

RENEWABLE
ENERGY

with only raw materials imported – inasmuch as they can be found at all.
Alternative fuels are used here and there, mostly in Europe. Ever stricter rules
for greenhouse emissions are imposed on European companies in Europe’s
seas. However, the biggest employer in the maritime sector has for decades
been the military. The arms race means it is important to deploy as many
smart applications as possible to outdo the other blocs.

*

Lots of fossil fuel use

*

Very little use of alternative energy

*

World fragmented into blocs

*

Collapse in global trade

*

Focus on the military

GEOPOLITICAL
INSTABILITY
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Column
Ylva Poelman
More efficient sailing thanks to sharks, better
sensors based on senses and 50% weight savings
on an offshore wind turbine’s foundation: these and
many other extraordinary innovations have been
inspired by nature. Nature has been in business
for almost four billion years and had ample time to
experiment with what works and what doesn’t. Its list
of ingenious inventions is virtually endless. The brain
you are using to understand this text, for instance, is
a prime example of biological ingenuity.

Billions of years of innovation

M

any engineers have cast a jealous eye at nature because

products and process optimisations. In 2010 the Fermanian

our own technology is often unable to match biological

Business & Economic Institute in the United States dubbed

engineering. Nature almost always uses less energy and

biomimetics an economic game changer, a status acquired by

fewer materials, has an unprecedented sensitivity and

stepping off the beaten track and combining innovation with

accuracy, effortlessly optimises various functions simultaneously,

sustainability. Three years later Management Team magazine

reconciles conflicting demands, operates at ambient pressure and

described biomimetics as one of the seven professional fields that

temperature, recycles all materials and, in addition, is the inventor of

would create many jobs over the coming decades.

sustainability. We can still learn a lot from it.

In short, this is the age of biomimetics or, in the words of Apple

Biomimetics, also known as biomimicry and bio-inspired innovation,

founder Steve Jobs, “The biggest innovations of the twenty-first

is a practical method of innovation that uses biological solutions

century will be at the intersection of biology and technology. A new

as a source of unconventional ideas for our own applications. By

era is beginning.” The maritime sector, in particular, can benefit from

adopting an out of the box approach, the method regularly produces

this and will view it as a standard development method in 2050.

innovations. The applications are often technical in nature (product

Life originated in water and nature has, therefore, had the most

and process innovation) but biomimetics also offers strategic,

time to fine-tune aquatic technology. Like our products, water-based

marketing and social innovation solutions.

organisms also have to deal with gravity, water resistance and the
laws of thermodynamics. For this reason, proven technologies from

Inspiration for the maritime sector

nature offer interesting inspiration for the maritime sector, as the

While biomimetics is a relatively unexplored subject in the

following three examples illustrate.

Netherlands, in Germany, for instance, Bionik has already proven
itself many times over in the form of commercially interesting

16 | Blueprint 2050

1

Lightweight construction
Raw materials are scarce in nature and, consequently, nature is
a champion in lightweight construction. Trees make use of only
minimal materials to prevent branches from breaking off under the
strain of wind and through material fatigue. Bones provide a strong
but light skeleton. Birds could flap as much as they like, but without
light bones, they would never get off the ground. Based on the way
that trees and bones grow, methods have been developed for the
design of strong and lightweight constructions (large and small),
which are also resistant to material fatigue. Diatoms are single-cell

2

Resistance reduction
As regular shortages of energy (food) also
occur in nature, every organism has its own
method of saving energy. The maritime
sector is already reasonably familiar with
using shark skin as inspiration for reducing

organisms that defend themselves against their many enemies with

ships’ resistance in water. Another method

a silicon exoskeleton; a kind of glass body armour. These tiny plants

of resistance reduction is to surround the

float in water and, if too heavy, sink to the bottom where they cannot

ship with a layer of air, which prevents

survive due to lack of sunlight. An enormously diverse range of body

water (and also biofouling) from ‘adhering’

armour has been developed in the arms race with their attackers.

to the ship’s hull. An existing technique is

These are being used by engineers as pre-optimised examples of

to blow air bubbles underneath the ship

lightweight construction for use in offshore wind farms. In this way,

using compressors, but this consumes

trees, bones and diatoms, among others, are providing inspiration to

energy. The leaves of the giant Salvinia, a

quickly and efficiently realise tens of percentage points in material

plant that floats on the surface of water, are

savings.

able to maintain a layer of air underwater.
They use this to float back to the surface
after being submerged, for example by

available for free

3

turbulence, Experiments have shown that
the plant can passively maintain a layer of
air for weeks thanks to special structures on
its leaves. Prototypes of coatings that can
maintain a layer of air, based on the so-called
Salvinia effect (after the plant’s Latin name),
have produced a 10% reduction in friction

Underwater adhesives

resistance. With further development, this

While it remains a challenge to develop an adhesive that sticks well

could potentially rise to 30% or even 50%,

in moist conditions, mussels have no such problem. They lead a

according to research at German universities.

‘sedentary life’ in tidal waters, constantly battered by surf. In order
to hold their position, they need a strong attachment to the wet
surface. The mussels therefore produce byssus threads; strong and
elastic threads, the thickness of a hair, with very sticky ends. A good
adhesive must make a strong attachment to both surfaces that are

Ylva Poelman studied physics and astronomy, and is

stuck together (adhesion). In addition, the glue must also be good

a specialist in the field of biomimetics and innovation.

at sticking to itself (cohesion). The adhesive itself must not come

Initiator of the Bionics Innovation and Expertise Centre

unstuck. Underwater, water molecules can impede both cohesion

in Groningen, she writes columns on biomimetics for the

and adhesion. For this reason, various universities are actively

Dutch newspaper Trouw, which are available to read at

searching for the secret of the byssus threads, in order to develop

www.bionischevrouw.nl. Poelman also wrote a book on

a waterproof adhesive. Such an adhesive could be used to apply an

the subject, entitled De natuur als uitvinder. Miljarden

anti-fouling layer on a ship’s hull, for example, and even to perform

jaren aan innovatie gratis beschikbaar (Nature as

on-site repairs to ship damage sustained at open sea and, therefore,

inventor. Billions of years of innovation available for free:

in the water.

currently available only in Dutch).
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The emergence
of autonomous sailing vessels

Unmanned vessels:
cheaper, safer and
cleaner
18 | Blueprint 2050

‘All hands on deck and hoist the sails’ used to be the call. Most of the
sails are long gone – but what about the crew? What are the benefits
of unmanned vessels, are they technically feasible and will maritime
personnel be fearing for their jobs in a few years? “Making the machinery

Author: Enith Vlooswijk | Images: Rolls-Royce

efficient and reliable is a major challenge.”

I

t is almost time for a coffee break when a computer

group Ship Concepts and Systems. He points out that

sounds the alarm. “The dynamic positioning system

autonomous vessels have several advantages. To begin

has lost contact with vessel RR-9835,” the friendly

with, they can save costs on crew costs. Whether this is

voice intones. “What is your command?” We are in

worth it depends on the context. “For oil tankers, for

a control centre in Rauma, a small town on the coast of

instance, the portion of personnel costs as part of the

Finland. Installed in a comfortable seat, a young operator

whole is rather small. There may be more substantial

keeps an eye on numerous autonomous vessels sailing

savings to be had in smaller vessels, although even that is

all over the world. The operator looks at a glowing circle

not entirely clear. It will all depend on what it costs to invest

on a wall-to-wall screen, which indicates the last known

in new on board systems for autonomous sailing.”

position of the lost vessel. “Launch drones one and two,”

There are other advantages. Unmanned vessels are ideally

he recommends. Camera images from the two pilotless

safer – there is no loss of human life in case of accidents

aircraft on board make it clear that an antenna on the vessel

at sea. Moreover, accidents are often the result of human

is broken. “Make sure the antenna is replaced at the next

error. In addition, there are environmental benefits to

port,” the operator instructs.

eliminating some of the systems required for the comfort

This is not a scene from a film, but a clip on YouTube

of the personnel on board. “The percentage of energy

designed to show us what Rolls-Royce thinks the future

consumed by a vessel in behalf of staff accommodation

of the maritime sector may look like. According to the

tends to be limited, however,” Hekkenberg says. “It is

company, which manufactures propulsion systems for the

propulsion that is the main consumer.”

shipbuilding industry and other sectors, there is no doubt:

One factor that does result in major environmental gains is

in the future, vessels will brave the oceans unmanned

that vessels without crew on board can sail more slowly.

while being monitored by people onshore. While this may

After all, time is less precious when there are no working

be a particularly slick commercial, its vision is, according to

hours to keep track of. “This is good for the environment as

experts, certainly not unrealistic. It shows an intermediate

increases in speed can translate into relatively larger rises

step on the way to completely unmanned vessels, where

in energy consumption,” Hekkenberg explains. “However,

an operator onshore is in control and can make decisions

this relationship is not entirely clear cut. Calculating the

about autonomous sailing vessels, which otherwise run

most economical cruising speed is no easy task and

independently.

requires a lot of information.”

No crew

Legal issues

“While the technology shown in the clip is still science

While we have been hearing about autonomous cars and

fiction, the underlying basic principles are sound,” says

aircraft for quite some time, unmanned vessels come up a

Robert Hekkenberg, chairman of the NISS working

lot less. According to Hekkenberg, this is partly because the
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“The entire living and working
environment will become more pleasant.”

2020
TIMELINE OF AUTONOMOUS VESSELS

Vessels with fewer
crew, remotely
supported

sector is conservative by nature, and partly due to the

set up in a way that presupposes having people on board

complexity of the technical innovations required. For

to repair any defects discovered while underway.” In a

instance, unmanned vessels must be capable of accurate

unmanned ship this is no longer an option. “We don’t know

navigation in situations that are sometimes very complex.

exactly how to solve this problem. We could have a different

“The problems are similar to those encountered by self-

propulsion set-up, possibly by adding spare engines or

driving cars,” he explains. “They function in an environment

designing specific engine parts differently. Either way, we

where there are many different vehicles moving all over the

would have to do so in a way which ensures that the

place. With an aircraft, on the other hand, you rarely have to

machinery is reliable and efficient, and yet remains

worry that someone will unexpectedly cut in from the right,

affordable. And that is a major challenge.”

say.”
In the unlikely event of an accident, who will be responsible:

Expertise needed

the captain or the manufacturer of the autonomous system?

Roeland IJssel de Schepper, a captain for container shipping

“The legal issues with autonomous vessels are at least as

company Maersk, nonetheless feels that the future of

intractable as they are with autonomous cars,” Hekkenberg

autonomous vessels may be closer than we think. “The

reflects. “This is because so many parties are involved. For

development of autonomous cars is advancing in leaps and

instance, vessels deal with a range of regulations under

bounds. This makes all sorts of technologies that vessels can

various flag states, port states, the International Maritime

also use – sensors, for example – cheaper.” Environmental

Organization and classification societies. Current rules are

regulations can also considerably accelerate this develop-

based on the premise that all vessels have crews on board.

ment, IJssel de Schepper underlines. “Today’s vessels run

There are still studies on how exactly the regulations need to

on heavy oil but this is unstable as a fuel and often causes

change.”

machinery to malfunction. While ethanol is much cleaner and

The robustness of the machinery is equally thorny. “A car is

more stable – and would make autonomous sailing easier –

never very far from a garage, but vessels can be on the open

it remains prohibitively expensive.”

sea for weeks,” Hekkenberg points out. “The machinery is

As with autonomous cars, semi-autonomous vessels
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Autonomous in miniature
Vessels that move around on their own have existed for a
long time, although none of them are the size of an oil tanker.
Autonomous underwater robots in particular have been
regularly in the news over recent years: these are mostly
spherical craft equipped with various sensors that are used to
detect mines or to measure water quality. A familiar example
is Bluefin-21 by Bluefin Robotics, which helped look for the
missing Malaysia Airlines aircraft in April 2014.
There are also already autonomous sailing boats above the
surface. For instance, ASV Unmanned Marine Systems and

2035

Unmanned
vessels, remotely
operated

Fully
autonomous
vessels

Source: Rolls-Royce

2030

BAE Systems together developed a robotic system which they
integrated into inflatable reconnaissance boats belonging
to the Royal Navy. And the research arm of the US Navy is
working on small boats that sail in swarms around warships.
They are designed to encircle enemy ships and disarm them if
possible.
In the Netherlands, teams formed by the RDM Campus of the
Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences and other partners
are developing aquabots which collect information on water
quality and depth in our rivers. These are still controlled
remotely, but carry out measurements independently.
Researchers from the University of Groningen are creating
swarms of swimming robots that can inspect and repair

may represent a prelude to fully unmanned vessels, IJssel

vessels on their own. One thing all these watercraft have in

de Schepper says. “Vessels may partly be controlled

common is that they are relatively small – no more than a

remotely to begin with. Automation in shipping is already

few metres long – making them easy to move with electric

a trend. At the APM container terminal at Maasvlakte II,

propulsion. This is in stark contrast to cargo vessels, whose

for example, there are no more operators in the cranes,

heavy machinery is designed to undergo maintenance by

which are simply controlled from an office.” Cooperative

human hands.

sailing, where one or more unmanned vessels follow a
staffed mothership, is another possibility currently being

Like to know more?

investigated.

Visit www.niss100.nl/magazine for references to the

It is good that unmanned vessels have so many commercial

following sources:

and environmental benefits – but will there remain enough

•

Autonomous Ships, the next steps’

jobs? Hekkenberg is not overly worried. “There will probably
be more jobs onshore. People will be responsible for multiple

•
•

sounds like good news, unskilled staff may not be so lucky.

DNV - GL (2015), ‘ReVolt; the unmanned, zero emission,
short sea ship of the future’

to simply go home for the night. The entire living and
working environment will become more pleasant.” While this

Hooydonk, E. van (2014), ‘The law of unmanned merchant
shipping, an exploration’

vessels, and their tasks expanded. They won’t have to stay at
sea for several weeks at a time any more: they’ll be able

AAWA Position Paper Rolls-Royce (2016), ‘Remote and

•

Maritime Unmanned Navigation through Intelligence
in Networks (MUNIN)

“Countries which provide unskilled seagoing personnel will
lose jobs. A common situation on Dutch vessels, for instance,
is that the officers are Dutch, while the sailors come from
abroad.” In short, the ‘hands on deck’ may leave the deck –
but their expertise as seafarers will not become superfluous
for some time. ¾
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A reverse generation gap
becomes apparent during the
interview with Bart Otto (51),
director of shipping company
Flinter, and higher vocational
student Lars Tanja (23) from the
Maritime Institute Willem Barentsz.
Interesting contradictions arise
as the two discuss hackers,
autonomous sailing and the
fuels of the future.

Shipping company director and student discuss future of sailing

‘Automation will
never replace
manpower’
22 | Blueprint 2050

Author: Paul Steenhoff | Photography: Studio Rogier Bos

T

he outlook for shipping companies is fairly clear,
says Bart Otto: “We will increasingly play the role
of fleet manager, in which we load the vessel and
take care of the technical aspects. The shipping

company’s role as vessel owner will be further reduced
as each vessel will become a company owned by multiple
investors. The 35 vessels we currently manage are
owned by around 3,000 investors, and that’s the shipping
company of the future. We mainly have coastal vessels,
but this will also apply to larger vessels and larger shipping
companies such as Maersk. They are already leasing
capacity instead of building their own vessels.”

Hackers and autonomous sailing
Crew will remain crucial on cargo vessels, large or small, in
the coming decades, says Lars Tanja, a third-year student
maritime officer at the Maritime Institute Willem Barentsz.
“I don’t see autonomous sailing happening before 2050
because the risks are just too great. Those vessels can be
hacked, or the cargo can be stolen at sea if there are no
people on board. It will only become interesting once the
risks of hacking and theft are minimised.”
Otto sees things differently and shows Tanja his mobile.
“Could you have imagined how quickly mobiles would
develop some ten, fifteen years ago? They have become
smartphones. I believe that computers can sail better and
more safely than people.” Otto is certain that if computers
had been sailing instead of people, the accident on
Flinterstar in the Belgian part of the North Sea in October
2015 would not have happened. Flinterstar collided
with LNG tanker Al Oraiq, eight miles off the coast of
Zeebrugge. The collision was caused by human error,
despite the fact that there were three pilots present.
“Most accidents at sea are the result of human error, so
I am a huge advocate for concepts such as autonomous
sailing so long as people make the ultimate decisions,”
says Otto. “If you see what is already possible in aviation,
and where shipping is at now, there is no other conclusion
to be reached than that the gap is huge. I’m hoping it will
be bridged soon. Shipping will be safer and more efficient
when tasks are automated.”

Sail-by-wire
Tanja is not easily defeated. Despite the fact that the
two men are meeting for the first time, they occasionally
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resemble a father and son in the debate. “Developments

merchant vessels is difficult to realise. Otto believes that

are occurring rapidly,” says Tanja. “It all starts with

a change of fuel is logical: “That’s why I signed the Trident

reducing the number of crew on board, sailing with a small

Alliance in which our shipping company committed to

crew. How many crew and how fast this will go, I can’t

comply with the legislation and IMO regulations regarding

say, but I don’t expect to be stuck in the office in 2050.”

the emission of sulphur and, later, nitrogen and fine

“At least you don’t have to be afraid of losing your

particles. This is absolutely necessary if we are to maintain

job,” Otto responds. “Sailing is and will continue to be

a healthy environment.”

a complex matter in which, I believe, the final decision
should always be made by people. Maritime officers will

Maintaining the innovator role

therefore always be needed. But like fly-by-wire, sail-

It is remarkable to see that Otto is the progressive wing

by-wire via shore monitoring will also be increasingly

while Tanja is more conservative in the interview. It is a

common. Starting with the engine room. Sailing without

reverse generation gap. Where one wants to accelerate,

an engineer is already allowed on vessels with an installed

the other wants to take things more slowly. Delving

capacity below 750 kW. This will also become applicable

deeper into the subject matter, it appears that Tanja has

to other functions such as navigation, staying on course,

a heart for ‘everything old’. After starting in an Optimist

loading and unloading.”

sailboat, he now owns a nine-metre steel boat with an
S-bottom hull from 1967 on which he plans to sail around

Fuels

the UK and Ireland without communication and navigation

Whether the use of heavy fuel will have ceased in 2050

equipment. “This will teach me a lot and I’m convinced

depends entirely on consumers, according to Tanja. “They

will allow me to better understand current and future

must eventually pay for it, as cargo prices will go up when

technologies and optimise my use thereof.”

the switch is made to less polluting gas oil or LNG. Having

Despite their differing viewpoints, Otto and Tanja agree

done an internship on a dual-fuel vessel, I’m convinced

that shipping will become much greener and more

of the benefits of LNG. It is a good temporary solution

efficient. Neither expects these developments to have

for the current fuel problem, although I think this problem

direct consequences on the vessel shape. “Looking

will shift from emissions to sustainability, and LNG is not

towards 2050, the Netherlands will maintain its leading

sustainable either.”

role as a maritime nation with regard to knowledge and

Tanja therefore sees possibilities for nuclear energy by

innovation,” Otto concludes. “Our role as an innovation

means of a small reactor that serves as a battery and can

and knowledge source should be safeguarded, optimised

easily be removed from the vessel. Since the nuclear

in its use so that we maintain our leading position with

disaster in Fukushima, however, the resistance to nuclear

respect to countries developing quickly in the maritime

energy has increased and nuclear energy on board

field such as China.” ¾

Flinter
Flinter manages and operates a fleet of modern cargo vessels. The fleet is
largely comprised of multipurpose vessels with a capacity up to 11,000 tonnes,
carrying a variety of dry cargo. In addition, Flinter provides management
services for a wide variety of vessel types from various renowned shipowners.
After publication of the Dutch version of this magazine in October 2016, Flinter
won a Fathom Ship Efficiency Award for its initiatives in the field of fuel
efficiency. Unfortunately, due to circumstances the company was declared
bankrupt at the end of 2016.
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Harbour master and student
discuss future of the port

“I can’t rule
out a third
Maasvlakte”
The year 2050 still seems a long way off to the harbour master of
Rotterdam, René de Vries (56). Nevertheless, he is happy to share his
ideas on what ‘his’ port may look like with student Wouter Reinders (21).
As a higher vocational student in Logistics Engineering, Reinders has his
own ideas, and the resulting conversation is refreshing.
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“I

s he applying for a job too? The pay is horrible,
you know,” jokes René de Vries, state harbour
master of the Rotterdam-Rijnmond region for
the past six years. He shakes hands with Wouter

Reinders, a tall second-year student in Logistics Engineering
at the Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences. It quickly
becomes apparent that the two share a joint background as
a mate in inland shipping. Standing in front of the window
on the eighteenth floor of the Port Authority offices, they
admire the spectacular view over Rotterdam and the Rhine
flowing towards the North Sea. One floor up from De Vries
and Reinders, staff from the Harbour Coordination Centre
are working hard as information from multiple monitors
helps them appoint berths to vessels, issue licenses and
monitor power supply, wind and water levels, among other
things. On the water, patrol vessels are performing checks
and ready to provide assistance in case of calamities. Will
the port of 2050 look very different?

Fast developments
“It’s a difficult question,” says De Vries. “We have a Port
Vision programme focused on the period until 2030, but
seeing how quickly developments are going, I’m doubtful
whether we can even imagine what awaits us. Take the
new Maasvlakte II port, for example. This was designed
fifteen years ago with the idea that it would need to be able
to process gigantic container vessels of 12,000 TEU. As you
know, Maersk is already sailing with 19,000 TEU on board,
and vessels up to 21,000 TEU are under construction. In
other words: this is how fast things develop. Which is why
it is difficult to day where we’ll be as Port Authority in 2050,

“There will be a shift
in the logistics
process as a result of
3D printing.”

but I can’t rule out a Maasvlakte III. After all, we haven’t
reached England yet,” he adds jokingly.
Another topic discussed involves autonomous vessels.
“Sea shipping will be first, followed by inland shipping,”
Reinders predicts. De Vries also believes that self-propelled
vessels will have a huge impact. “Safety is obviously our
first concern as a Port Authority, but autonomous sailing
will become reality. I don’t have any concrete thoughts
on the how and what, but I do believe it is possible that
specific professions will become obsolete due to these
developments. What good is a captain on an unmanned
vessel? Compare it to dockworkers – how many of them do
you see around nowadays? Many processes have already
been automated.”
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Cybercrime
What is absolutely clear to De Vries and Reinders is that
the data stream will be enormous by 2050. De Vries:
“I think that consumers will be able to see from home
how their orders are being built in, say, China and then
follow the transport in real time. Transparency will also

“Preventing
cybercrime will
become a spearhead.”

increase substantially, and as a Port Authority we will be
part of that.” Reinders agrees that the amount of data
will grow exponentially “Track & trace will be much more
refined, for instance, and perhaps we’ll even be able to
see the transport process. Who knows? On the other

fuels will be reduced and that there will be significant

hand, there will also be a shift in the logistics process as

growth in alternative energy and sustainable companies.

a result of 3D printing options, which is a major topic in

“This is something we are already focusing on,” De Vries

my studies. Products may be made much closer to home,

explains. “For example, there are now companies that use

but distances could increase if printing is cheaper in other

the residual heat from the electricity plant at Maasvlakte II.

locations.”

The LNG terminal uses this heat to convert the liquid LNG

The growth of the data stream will also increase the risk

(-162 degrees Celsius – ed.) into gas.” This example of co-

of cybercrime. “I visited the new APM terminal,” says

siting, as the phenomenon is officially called, will become

Reinders. “Their cranes are operated remotely which

larger as 2050 comes closer, and the Port Authority

means I guess that the systems can potentially be hacked.

addresses this fact when issuing land.

The increase in ICT infrastructure will escalate the risk

To Reinders it is clear that, for his studies, the Port

of cybercrime.” Reinders has hit the nail on the head:

Authority is the place to be. “I still need an internship spot

De Vries was recently appointed as port cyber resilience

for my fourth year, and this would be perfect,” he says

officer on behalf of the police, harbour and industry

subtly. De Vries: “We do take on interns, so why not?

association Deltalinqs, Rotterdam municipality and the

Show us your grades when the time comes. With a bit

Port Authority. “Preventing cybercrime will become a

of luck you’ll end up succeeding me. I started in inland

spearhead,” he says. “Although we already have our

shipping too, after all. Do you like the office?” De Vries

own systems in place of course, we need to roll out this

grins and Reinders beams as he carefully stores De Vries’

knowledge over all 800 companies in our port; from small-

business card. ¾

scale businesses to giants such as APM, Rotterdam World
Gateway and Shell.”

Residual heat
Continuing to philosophise about the year 2050, De Vries
and Reinders conclude that the transhipment of fossil

Port of Rotterdam
The Harbour Master division, part of the Rotterdam Port Authority, is responsible for a safe, expedient,
sustainable and secure processing of shipping in the Rotterdam port. The port is visited by some 30,000 seagoing
and 110,000 inland vessels a year. The annual transhipment totals approximately 465 million tonnes,
making the Rotterdam port the largest in Europe. Container transport grew substantially over the past decades:
from 242,328 containers in 1970 to 7,329,651 in 2015.
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Making things ship shape

Savings via
more efficient
sailing
Enhancing performance while consuming less fuel – this is the essence of
making ships more efficient. It is being achieved by using ingenious tricks
involving air lubrication and sails, and processing data to make shipping
even more economical.
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A

lmost everything about the container ship Emma

Air lubrication

Maersk is impressive. It’s not just the length of

According to Robert Hekkenberg, chairman of the NISS

400 metres or cargo capacity close to 15,000 TEU

working group Ship Concepts and Systems, there is

– her ‘thirst’ for around 6,300 litres of heavy fuel

no ‘egg of Columbus’ for far more efficient ships. The

oil an hour is also notable. Nevertheless, when launched in

potential gains lie in small steps, for example, in the field

2006 this gigantic vessel was one of the most economical

of so-called hydrodynamics: the ease with which a ship

and environmentally friendly container ships of her type.

moves through water. “You can further optimise the shape

It may sound odd but these ships beat all other modes

of the hull and propeller, for instance,” says Hekkenberg.

of transport in terms of efficiency. Aircraft, trains and

“I think that it would certainly be possible to make

trucks all emit more greenhouse gases, such as carbon

improvements of a couple of per cent in both of these

dioxide, per package. But, of course, things can and must

respects.”

be further improved. If you look at emissions of harmful

Perhaps there is more to be gained in the category of so-

sulphur oxide and nitrogen oxide, shipping still has a

called air lubrication. This involves applying a layer of air or

very long way to go. The maximum amount of sulphur

air bubbles underneath a ship so that the ship experiences

permitted in ships’ fuel is 3,500 times higher than in car

less water resistance. This concept was already being

fuel. The expectation is that ships may have to radically

considered in the 19th century and has found its way back

reduce their harmful emissions by 2050. Regulations on

into designers’ thoughts in the present century. According

emissions are already being tightened considerably for the

to shipbuilder Damen, air lubrication has enabled fuel

coming years, affecting working vessels such as tugs and

consumption reductions of 15 to 25%.

dredgers as well as transport ships. Compliance calls for

Air chambers appear to be ideal for inland shipping vessels

new solutions that are better for the environment and, at

with a flat bottom. For other types of (oceangoing) ship,

the same time, save on costs.

the possibility of spreading a layer of countless miniscule
air bubbles that roll along the hull is being looked at.
Not everyone is convinced of the effectiveness of this
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latter method, by the way, but if air lubrication works,

time to keep up with their growth. A large portion of these

it promises to deliver significant gains. It could be that

ships ended up as storage facilities and, of course, that’s

virtually every new ship will feature some form of air

anything but the most efficient use of a ship.”

lubrication as standard by 2050.
In contrast to hydrodynamics, something that is set to

Data-based savings

change very little is the classic ship’s engine, Hekkenberg

In terms of material use, Hekkenberg thinks that not

thinks. He explains that engines optimised to produce

much will change. “We will continue to build with steel.

continuous power for long periods of time achieve an

It would be possible to use lighter carbon fibres but that

efficiency of around 50 to 55%. This is already twice

would make the ship a lot more expensive. Nor would it

as much as an internal combustion engine in a car.

make much difference to the overall weight; the ship only

Shipbuilders must, therefore, look elsewhere.

accounts for 20 to 30% of the total.”
Various methods of processing data can also help to

Even bigger is not better

produce savings. By analysing weather and water

Bigger is better, so the saying goes. The Emma Maersk

conditions, and adjusting speed accordingly, the Finnish

has already been surpassed by the Triple-E ships with

maritime software builder NAPA claims to have made

a capacity of 18,000 containers and even larger vessels

container ships up to three per cent more economical

are being considered. The largest ship that can still

in recent years. According to NAPA, the analysis and

pass through the important Strait of Malacca, between

optimisation of container distribution on the ship is also

Indonesia and Malaysia, is able to transport around 30,000

good for an improvement of up to four per cent. ¾

containers.
The reason for building these leviathans is the economies

Like to know more?

of scale they deliver. Larger ships are more efficient per

Visit www.niss100.nl/magazine for a reference to the

container, in terms of their average fuel consumption and

following source:

the relative cost of the ship itself. But they have to work at

• Royal Academy of Engineering (2013), ‘Future Ship

full capacity. Jasper Faber, researcher for consultancy firm

Powering Options Exploring alternative methods of

CE Delft, cites the example of the ultra-large crude carriers

ship propulsion’

– oil tankers with a length of more than 400 metres – that
were built in the 1970s.
“As well as the fact that they could only dock at a handful
of ports, they also carried too much oil for it all to be
deposited at a single port, or there was insufficient oil to
fill the ship. The infrastructure simply did not have enough

The return of the sailing ship?
For centuries our goods were transported across the oceans on sailing ships. The advent of the
combustion engine quickly led to sailing ships falling from grace in terms of cargo transport. But now the
possibility of reintroducing sails on container ships is being considered. Thanks to new techniques,
we are able to apply old concepts in a modern way and make better use of them. Various concepts have been
tested in recent years. The Dutch firm Dykstra Naval Architects has produced a design for a 130-metre cargo
ship with four masts and automatic sail systems, in addition to an engine. The fuel savings are dependent upon
the route and speed. Theoretically, you could save up to 100% on fuel if there was enough wind and the engine
was not needed at all. Practically, however, on an Atlantic route with an average speed of 12 knots, it would
result in a reduction of around 40%.
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Going with the flow

Sharing information
on the water
A container full of bananas from Costa Rica arriving at the Port
of Rotterdam still has a long way to go. Will the bananas reach
their final destination before they become overripe? Far-reaching
automation in the port and inland waterways makes transportation
more efficient and, in the long term, will provide more space for

Author: Enith Vlooswijk

alternative uses.

T

he journey of the South American bananas is long and

customs inspection. If you’re unlucky, it can take days before

involves many different parties: the transport company

the journey can continue over land and, in the meantime, the

that takes them from the plantation to the departure

bananas continue to ripen.

port, the containers in which they cross the ocean, the

The whole process could be a lot quicker, thinks Kees Pieters,

pilot services that lead the ship to an available dock in the port,

lecturer at the Sustainable Port City Knowledge Centre (part of

where cranes lift the containers ashore. Cargo receivers get

the Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences). “The parties

a phone call when they are ready, perhaps after a delay for a

involved could share their information a lot more efficiently, so
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that everyone knows the location of the bananas at all times.
This would avoid the ship having to wait for an available dock
and the transport company can arrive at exactly the right time
to take them away. As it is, they are sometimes only called

“Robots cannot yet take into
account the unpredictability
of people.”

when the bananas are cleared to leave.”
Better sharing of information is made possible through farreaching automation, which can also prevent many mistakes

only the ‘low-hanging fruit’, compared to the many other

being made. “Often, the exchange of information takes place

opportunities that digitisation of inland waterways offers. For

in the form of paper checklists, which are manually entered

example, motorists could be advised of open bridges and

into computer systems. Human error can lead to information

alternative routes via information signs over motorways. Or

pollution and full automation of all checkpoints would combat

skippers could receive information in advance, via an app, about

this.” This is already possible from a technical viewpoint; the

available docking places or the depth of the channels. In that

stumbling block is the lack of openness between the various

context, TU Delft, together with Deltares, the Department of

parties that require this chain approach. “Particularly the

Waterways and Public Works (Rijkswaterstaat) and MARIN, is

senders and transhipment companies have a vested interest in

developing sensors for the undersides of ships that measure

an open system, but this is less true for other parties,” Pieters

the depth of channels and share this information with others.

explains. “Carriers do not like to pass on information about

If ships can navigate easily through naturally formed channels,

delays to their ships, for example. This is a sensitive issue –

less dredging will be needed.

what happens if people conclude that their service provision is
poor.”

Port of the future
It is very important to make the most of new opportunities.

Greater openness

To free up motorways, the Netherlands aims to have over

Nonetheless, more and more parties are recognising that the

a quarter of freight being transported via inland waterways

sharing of information can benefit the entire chain and Pieters

within 15 years. This is only possible if the efficiency of inland

says there is no stopping the trend towards greater openness.

waterway transportation is improved. “Say that a ship sails

“All kinds of information are already available now, such as

with four layers of containers and one layer free,” says Van der

tracking the position of ships via internet. This data can be

Knaap. “If this information is shared, the empty spaces can

linked to other data to arrive at new information. The annual

be filled by others. Everyone profits from that arrangement.

World Port Hackathon demonstrates how hackers are able to

This is at the core of the so-called sharing economy: by sharing

create all kind of useful apps with open data.”

digitalised information, the entire network benefits. This

Inland shipping companies have also shown a reluctance

digitalisation also speeds up the innovation process.”

to share information, Ellen van der Knaap observes. As

Greater efficiency through automation is a trend that has been

programme manager for Dynamic Traffic Management by Road

applied to both inland waterway and ocean transport. In any

and Water, in the province of South Holland, she is involved in

case, Pieters see the trend leading towards a sector in which

the Blue Wave project. This concerns the better coordination

a major part will eventually be robotised. Over time, this will

of bridge openings for the traffic that uses them: how can

also create space for reconfiguring locations. According to

the opening times be planned to reduce inconvenience to an

Pieters, while fences now shield ports from the outside world,

absolute minimum for both motorists and ships? “All ships

the ‘smart port of the future’ can be much more integrated

have a transmitter, the AIS transponder, which transmits

within residential areas of the city. Or, in other words: the

information about who they are, where they are and at what

smart port of the future will provide more space for people

speed they are sailing,” Van der Knaap explains. “By linking

and homes.“Current technology doesn’t yet allow robots and

this information to traffic on the road, we can calculate the best

people to function in the same space. Robots cannot yet take

opening times for the bridge. Ships also need to take these

into account the unpredictability of people. But space will be far

times into account. Initially, there was a commotion about the

too scarce to fence off areas in which robots work. A vision of

use of this data; skippers saw it as an invasion of their privacy.

the future such as that in the film Blade Runner, where robots

But since they have experienced the benefits of the system for

and humans move among each other, is certainly possible,

themselves, resistance has decreased.”

in due course.” Imagine that: robots loading, unloading and

According to Van Der Knaap, the Blue Wave, which is now

onward transporting, right alongside us, while we sit back and

being rolled out in the rest of the Netherlands, represents

enjoy a banana. Perfectly ripened. ¾
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Five obstacles to the smart
use of large amounts of data

Big data at sea: focus on
the human dimension
It is a frequently made promise: big data and machine learning will radically
change the world, including the maritime sector. What does this promise
mean and what needs to be done to make it come true? “Engineers still all
too often see the human factor as just another module that always responds in

Author: Enith Vlooswijk

the same way.”

B

ig data, machine learning, deep learning: the terms

all components in order to prevent irreparable crashes. “If there

refer to situations in which computers find correlations

is an alert, there are often fifteen alarms sounding all at once,”

by analysing amounts of data that are far too massive

explains Jelle Keuning, chair of the NISS working group on

for a human brain. More and more devices are already

Maritime Domains and Innovative Developments. “One defect

being equipped with sensors that transmit their readings to a

leads to another, and it can be difficult to determine which

computer via the Internet. Together they form the Internet of

is the cause and which the effect. The expectation is that

Things, a network of devices that should make our lives easier,

machine learning will represent a leap forward in this regard.”

safer, less expensive and healthier. For example, the engine

Machine learning requires computer systems to be smart

rooms of vessels are full of sensors that transmit the status of

enough to understand complex concepts and draw conclusions
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“The abundance of data
must be converted into useful
information.”

& make decisions by themselves. “The latter currently remains

the relationships are between various types of data, the more

a step too far,” Keuning says. “There is an explosion of data,

difficult it is to check whether an analysis is sound.”

but a lot of energy is still needed to make that information

2. The data must be accurate

manageable. The masses of data need to be converted into

Even the most ingenious computer program is worthless if it

useful information, allowing a person or machine to make

is not fed correct data. The temperature of the engine room,

useful decisions.” This is a requirement for one of the most

the depth of the water, the vibration of a specific mechanism:

prominent applications: predictive maintenance, in which a

everything must be measured via sensors which are resistant

system foresees that it is time to fix components before they

to (salt)water, wind and vibrations. “Robustness is still an issue,

actually break, saving costs and increasing safety. The same

especially when there are few or no crew on board,” Keuning

applies to evidence-based design, another field in which big

points out.

data will play a major role. “While products are being designed,
quality can be improved by making use of information on the

3. Applications must work in all locations

circumstances in which the products will operate,” Keuning

It is cool that there is a new app which can tell the shipping

explains. “This includes climate, maritime conditions and many

company the best route to reach point X at time Y, but what

other environmental factors that have an influence.” Big data,

if that app does not connect to the computer system of the

machine learning and deep learning are also key concepts

specific vessel? Standardisation of software and hardware

when it comes to autonomous vessels: it is only when

admittedly sounds a lot less exciting than the Internet of

machines have access to a wide range of ambient data and can

Things, but it is crucial to the interoperability of applications.

link it to appropriate conclusions that they can take over the

“You can compare this to programs that work on some phones

helm. This is not just a matter of having a lot of main memory

but not others,” Keuning says. “Everyone knows that it’s

and a large number of sensors. There are still a number of

an important thing to fix, but there are too many conflicting

obstacles to overcome before autonomous vessels can sail the

commercial interests in the way.”

world’s seas and be repaired before they fail. These are the five
most important ones:

4. Technology must be safe
The more dependent a vessel is on data sent through the ether,

1. The computer analyses must be correct

the more vulnerable it becomes to the interception of that data

Deep learning refers to a computer analysing huge amounts of

by third parties. What if hackers with malicious intent disable

data to make connections that would be beyond the abilities of

a vessel, or, worse, make it act in a way for which it is not

a human brain. As these connections are then used to make

intended? Cyber security is equally crucial to the use of big data

decisions that can have major consequences it is vital that

at sea as it is on land.

computers make the right analysis. But how do we ensure
this? “Blind faith in computers is risky,” Keuning thinks. “Links

5. There must be a focus on the human dimension

between data do not automatically mean that the associations

As machines grow smarter, humans and computers must

are causal. Suppose a lot of children are born in a region where

become better at working together as parts of a team. To reach

there are many storks. This probably doesn’t mean that the

this point, the development of new technologies must focus

storks are responsible for the children. The more complex

more on the human dimension than it currently does, Keuning
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warns. “The cooperation between people and machines is

will probably be possible within around ten to fifteen years.

still in its infancy: technology is often developed first, and

All these developments represent major opportunities for the

interactions with human beings considered second. Engineers

Dutch maritime industry. “The Netherlands has an innovative

frequently see the human factor as just another module that

maritime sector,” Keuning says. “Large companies such as

will always respond in the same way. However, we are slowly

Thales, RH Marine, Bosch Rexroth and Wärtsilä work with a

seeing a growing focus on technology as a means to make the

wide range of specialised SMEs, research establishments and

work of human beings more meaningful, instead of just looking

educational institutes in the field of automation, ICT, sensors

at the optimal performance of systems.” Education has an

and cyber security. This knowledge infrastructure and the close

important task to train the next generation in a multidisciplinary

partnerships supported by the government are at the heart of

manner, focusing on both technology and the humanities.

Holland’s leading position. And that position, in turn, provides

These are serious preconditions, and expectations concerning

the Dutch maritime sector with opportunities to play a bigger

big data and data science will inevitably prove to have been too

role.” ¾

high in some cases, Keuning says. “Reality will eventually catch
up with some of the promises regarding big data and deep
machine learning. But certain trends that have already been

Like to know more?

deployed will radically change the maritime sector.”

Visit www.niss100.nl/magazine for a reference to the following

This will happen in steps. Predictive maintenance and evidence-

source:

based design will be possible within a few years. The next

• Clarkson Research (2015), the vision of director Martin

step, deep learning, will take a bit longer. This is part of the
reason why autonomous, entirely independent vessels will only
appear around 2050. The remote control of vessels, however,

Stopford on Smart Shipping
• Lloyd’s Register, QinetiQ and University of Southampton
(2015), ‘Global Marine Technology Trends 2030’

Satellites for big data at sea
Communication with home used to only be possible by letter. Michiel Meijer, who worked as a mate on a Nedlloyd vessel in the
1980s, remembers this time well. “Things have changed a lot since then,” says Meijer, now senior director of market management
at Inmarsat. “Inmarsat was set up in the late 1970s with the goal of improving security: it allowed vessels to broadcast distress
signals to the mainland via satellite. Now we offer vessels unlimited access to the internet from almost any place on earth for a
fixed price per month.”
This is a basic necessity today, and not just because the crew needs to stay in contact with their loved ones by Skype, Facebook
and various social media. All kinds of applications in the field of big data require a reliable internet connection. To make this
possible, Inmarsat uses satellites that transmit and receive signals at an altitude of 36,000 km. Ground stations on the mainland link
them to the internet. Three satellites are sufficient to supply vessels with access to the internet virtually anywhere on earth – with
the exception of segments of the Arctic and Antarctic. A fourth satellite is held in reserve.
“The oceans are too big to link to the internet in any other way,” Meijer explains. “Oil platforms in the North Sea are linked via
fibre-optic connections, but this area is relatively shallow. We could also turn every vessel into a relay station which receives and
transmits radio signals. However, these plans never got off the ground due to the complexity of the concept. “Bandwidth needs
at sea are expected to increase rapidly in the coming years. This is mainly due to the expected expansion in world trade, but also
thanks to applications related to the environment, smart shipping, the Internet of Things and autonomous sailing.
“Inmarsat is involved in the autonomous vessel project by Rolls-Royce,” Meijer’s colleague Ron Vollenga explains. “The first trials
of a number of autonomous commercial vessels are expected in 2020. We estimate that the bandwidth needs in terms of gigabytes
over the next four years will be eight times higher than today. We have launched fifth-generation satellites in recent years that
provide very fast Internet access to seagoing vessels. The calculated lifetime of a probe is fifteen years, so we are already
working on developing the next generation.”
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Five alternatives to liquid asphalt

Energy
of the future
As regulations for noxious emissions become more stringent,
the share of alternative fuels in the energy mix will increase.
By around 2050, vessels will probably be using liquid,

Author: Roel van der Heijden | Image: www.design4paragon.com

non-fossil fuels generated on land.

“A

well-known statement about heavy oil is

the outset. Moreover, the rules must be strictly enforced.”

that it is actually only a step above asphalt,”

The IMO emissions regulations have already become

says Robert Hekkenberg, chairman of the

increasingly stringent in recent years. Currently, marine fuel

NISS working group on Ship Concepts and

may contain 3.5% sulphur. In 2020, this will drop to 0.5%

Systems. While having little doubt about the environmental

for the shipping industry. In some areas, such as the North

friendliness of this common marine fuel, he also

Sea, there are already stricter rules concerning emissions of

emphasises that much will change in the coming years.

sulphur and nitrogen oxide (NOx).

Regulations are becoming stricter and vessels will probably

Of course, banning fuels that contain sulphur and reducing

have to use much cleaner fuels or alternative fuels by 2050.

NOx emissions will not in itself eliminate the greenhouse

According to Jasper Faber, a researcher at consultancy

gas carbon dioxide (CO2). But there are ways to do

bureau CE Delft, stricter regulations are the best way to

something about this as well, underlines Hekkenberg.

reduce emissions. However, they have to be implemented

“Once we switch to renewable fuels produced in a

by as many countries as possible to prevent shipping

sustainable manner through wind and solar energy, for

companies simply diverting to other places. “The best way

instance, we can also improve the CO2 balance.

to do this is through the International Maritime Organization

I believe that it is possible to have virtually no emissions

(IMO), as this would ensure that many countries join from

in 2050.” ¾
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BIOFUELS
The very first diesel engine, made by the German inventor
Rudolf Diesel in 1894, ran on oil extracted from peanuts. There
are many other types of biofuels and ways to produce them.
One thing they all have in common is that, while burning them
does lead to emissions of greenhouse gases such as carbon
dioxide, those emissions are absorbed by the production
of new biofuels. Using carbon dioxide as a raw material in
this way creates a cycle. Biodiesel is generally made from
vegetable raw materials such as soybeans, maize or algae,
or from animal fats.
Other alternative fuels include methanol, which is now mainly
made from fossil methane for industrial processes, but can
also be produced from biomass via a chemical process. The
same applies to ethanol, which is a popular vehicle fuel in

LNG THE
FOSSIL
ALTERNATIVE

places such as Brazil, where four out of five new cars are

There are today a few maritime and inland

suitable for ethanol. Finally, there is also ammonia, which is

shipping vessels sailing on liquefied natural gas

currently made in large quantities for artificial fertiliser, and can

(LNG), which is a lot cleaner than classical fuel oil.

be made using electricity via a number of chemical steps.

Emissions from vessels which use gas as fuel are
mostly composed of carbon dioxide – although

Biofuels have major advantages when used in shipping. They

proportionately less than fuel oil – with no harmful

have a high energy density, are easy to store and transport,

sulphur or nitrogen-containing compounds.

relatively easy to use in conventional diesel engines and can

For LNG to become widely used, however,

also be added to fossil fuels. In addition, they are suited to

researchers must first solve the problem of

existing infrastructure, which makes them relatively simple

escaping methane (a phenomenon known as

to introduce. Biofuels are likely to be more widely used if

methane slip), a much more potent greenhouse

they are made in large volumes at an advantageous price.

gas than carbon dioxide. Moreover, the use of

The International Energy Agency has reported that it expects

LNG is currently hobbled by low oil prices.

around 27% of fuel for all forms of transport to come from
‘biological sources’ in 2050. ¾

Liquefied natural gas is likely to be a transition
fuel, which will ensure that sailing becomes
cleaner in the short term. The fact that propulsion
systems in boats can be converted to LNG makes
it simple to introduce. Especially with smaller
transport vessels and tankers, LNG may become
a major source of fuel, as the costs for this type
of vessel are quite reasonable. Lloyd’s Register
Marine and the UCL Energy Institute expect that
around thirty per cent of all tankers will be fuelled
by LNG by 2030. Across the board, gas will then
have a market share of around eleven per cent. ¾
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WATER
AS FUEL

RECHARGEABLE
VESSELS

Renewable energy sources, like the wind

Sports vehicles marketed by car maker Tesla

and sun, can be capricious. If a surplus is

have shown that batteries can definitely

produced, it can usefully be converted to

compete in the transportation industry.

hydrogen, however. Although the production

Tesla’s Model S is one of the few electric

and recovery of electricity from this gas has

cars with a range of over 500 km today. But

also over the years become increasingly efficient, hydrogen has yet

then, the car carries along a battery that

to make a breakthrough in shipping. “The existing systems are still

weighs 540 kg. That means that more than

expensive,” Hekkenberg explains. “Ten years ago, producers said that

a kilogram of battery is needed for every

the price of fuel cells would more or less halve every year. However, this

kilometre of range: a substantial burden.

has not happened, and the concept remains commercially unattractive.”

Moreover, batteries are expensive. Their

The costs are high due to various factors, like the necessity for fuel

price, combined with the aforementioned

cells to contain expensive metals such as platinum, which is required to

limitations in terms of energy storage, means

catalyse the reactions. Laboratory studies have already shown that the

that they are still unsuitable for the shipping

system can be improved, for example through the use of nanospheres.

sector, especially in larger vessels that cross

Hydrogen is more likely to be widely adopted if it can be made to take

the world’s oceans. It would be exorbitant

up less space and have sufficient energy density. At present it is difficult

and impractical to replace oil tanks containing

to transport a lot of the gas unless it is greatly compressed. Using

millions of litres of fuel by equivalent

hydrogen also requires a different kind of infrastructure for supplying

batteries. But what if batteries became

vessels. Storage in powder form may be a possibility.

much more efficient? Despite the fact that
our mobile phones and laptops seem to run

Scientists are working on various solutions to this problem, such as

out more and more often, batteries are still

binding hydrogen to other substances to allow it to be stored under

improving every year. They are becoming

normal pressure at room temperature. And while we have yet to see

cheaper while also improving their capacity

a real breakthrough in hydrogen storage, researchers regularly report

thanks to tinkering with different chemical

small steps forward. At any rate, we can expect more energy to fit in a

compositions or electrode structures. Given

hydrogen tank by 2050.

this evolution, Hekkenberg is not entirely

The success of hydrogen as vessel fuel will depend not only on

pessimistic about batteries in shipping.

technological developments. As with biofuels, it is more likely to be

“While we don’t expect to see vessels

adopted if tougher rules are introduced against emissions. The use of

propelled entirely by batteries in the short

hydrogen for other types of transportation will also be beneficial in this

term, it is conceivable that we will eventually

sense. Furthermore, it will help if fossil fuel prices stay high. And the

make that step.”

fuel cells will need to operate reliably, which would

If this happens, there will be a need to

require them to become cheaper and cope with

generate energy on board vessels. The

load changes better. If this happens, hydrogen

concept is particularly interesting for inland

will have a chance. In an optimistic scenario,

and coastal shipping. Batteries are already

it can be expected to have a market share

well suited to hybrid propulsion, especially

of nine per cent by 2030, according to the

on superyachts and towing vessels, where

study by Lloyd’s Register Marine and the

they are used to cope with peaks in power

UCL Energy Institute. ¾

demand. ¾
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SPLITTING
THE ATOM
AT SEA

Like to learn more? Visit www.niss100.nl/magazine for
references to the following resources:
•

Lloyd’s Register Marine and University College
London’s Energy Institute (2014), ‘Global Marine Fuel
Trends 2030’

•

European Commission (2016), ‘EU Energy, Transport
and GHG Emissions – Trends to 2050’

•

International Transport Forum (2016), ‘International
Freight and Related CO2 Emissions by 2050:
A New Modelling Tool’

•

International Maritime Organization (2015),
‘Third IMO Greenhouse Gas Study 2014’

The demonstration vessel NS Savannah, which cost nearly
US$50 million, was proudly launched in the late 1950s.
Deep in her hull, she had a nuclear reactor which propelled
her and provided her with electricity. Savannah was one of
very few nuclear-powered civil vessels, however: her only
successors today are military craft such as submarines or

(i.e. the reactor overheating and melting) impossible.

giant aircraft carriers, as well as a modest fleet of Russian

Moreover, the amount of radioactive waste can be

icebreakers. Such vessels rarely need to worry about

limited.

refuelling: Savannah’s range with a fresh load of 32 fuel rods

So will we be sailing on atomic power in 2050? Nuclear

was 560,000 km, equivalent to fourteen circumnavigations!

energy for commercial vessels is technically possible.

And all this was achieved without an ounce of carbon dioxide

It would have an excellent chance of adoption if social

emitted. Of course, this efficiency is offset by well-known

acceptance were to increase. However, other forms of

drawbacks: radioactive waste and the possible risk of

nuclear power may be more likely to become widespread.

radioactive material leaking in case of an accident. Scientists

These include the supposedly safer molten-salt reactor or

are working on eliminating these disadvantages: a new

the nuclear fusion reactor, although the latter is unlikely to

reactor design is meant to make the dreaded meltdown

be ready by 2050. ¾
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Entrepreneur and student discuss
the ‘alive and kicking’ offshore sector in 205

‘Full automation
is the future scenario
for offshore drilling’
40 | Blueprint 2050

Author: Paul Steenhoff | Photography: Jasper Hof

“W

ill there be sufficient fossil fuels in 2050
(when I’ll be a 100!)?” Joop Roodenburg
doesn’t need much time to come up
with an answer. Jessica de Jonge is also

certain that the stock of fossil fuels will be sufficient to
keep the global economy running in 2050. “We will be
using more gas and about the same amount of oil as we
do now,” Roodenburg explains. “The use of polluting coal
will diminish, with coal-fired power stations being closed
or transformed into gas-fired power stations. The gap that
will result from the energy demand – I estimate some
thirty to forty per cent – will be bridged by the increase in
sustainable energy sources such as wind and solar energy.”

Remote-controlled
While this means that the offshore sector will remain alive
and kicking in 2050, De Jonge adds some observations:
“The depths at which gas and oil are being extracted
will continue to increase, placing specific demands on
techniques and the materials used. As a result, we’ll see
developments such as the application of lightweight yet
strong composites. Imagine the printing of complex parts
or using composite pipelines instead of steel oil and gas
pipelines.”
Both Roodenburg and De Jonge expect an increasing
application of remote control applications in offshore
technology. Roodenburg: “I’d go as far as saying that the
oil and gas extraction sector will largely be realised from
the shore by 2050, although some manpower will still be

TU Delft Maritime Technology

needed. If you look closely it’s clear that offshore drilling

student Jessica de Jonge (27)

rigs are already well behind in technological terms and the

meets with Joop Roodenburg

innovations in this sector. It is a very conservative market

(66), CEO of Huisman. The

that is dominated by listed companies. These parties aim to

work sphere of Huisman is

people with financial, not technical, insights.”

broader than offshore alone,

According to Roodenburg, this translates into a preference

but with the year 2050 in mind,

innovations that might mean days of downtime. “In

the focus of the discussion

addition, the contractors work on a day rate. They’re not

automatically switches to this

speed, which would actually be cheaper for oil companies.

sector.

The fact that I have to build a new type of drilling rig here

industry has much to catch up on. But don’t expect any fast

keep shareholders happy and – unfortunately – are run by

for proven technologies rather than running risks with

really interested, therefore, in improving efficiency and work

to the actual scale – ninety metres high with a well of four
hundred metres deep (the so-called Huisman Innovation
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Tower or HIT – ed.) to convince people that this is the
drilling rig of the future underlines how conservative the
market is. The HIT will allow oil companies to reduce the
costs of drilling a well, still the most expensive part of the
process, by thirty per cent!”

Automation
Roodenburg makes a comparison with the automotive
sector, where the first cars were built by hand. Enter a
modern car factory, and we see robots doing all the work.
“They are faster, cheaper, better and work 24/7. Now
look at offshore drilling rigs: most activities are done by
hand, while robots are already able to do a great deal. Full
automation is the future scenario for offshore vessels.”
“Remote monitoring is advancing rapidly,” De Jonge adds.

An energy source that will certainly play a role in 2050
is geothermal energy, which is extracted by using the
temperature difference between the earth’s surface

“Future vessels will
be partly made of
composites.”

and heat reservoirs deep inside the earth. “This is a
type of energy that is on the agenda of most countries
nowadays,” Roodenburg continues. “A major benefit is
that it can be controlled. And because it requires drilling
to major depths, for which we build the installations,
geothermal is an interesting market for our company as
well.”

“I also expect platforms to be provisioned via fully remote-

De Jonge listens attentively. She may be sitting at the

controlled vessels.” Roodenburg agrees: “This would also

table with her future employer – offshore is her sector of

be a lot safer as most accidents occur on deck – the fewer

preference after finishing her studies. “This is an industry

people working there, the safer,” De Jonge expects the

with many chances and opportunities,” says De Jonge. “A

vessels of the future to be partly made of composites. “In

choice for offshore is a choice for diversity; looking at the

view of the current technology, I think this will be the case

developments in the relevant technologies, it is an exciting

well before 2050.”

future which certainly appeals to me.” ¾

Energy storage and geothermal energy
Despite the automation of the offshore sector, the
share of sustainable energy needs to increase to keep
the world liveable. This poses a problem for which no
solution has been found to date: the storage of sustainably

Huisman
Established in 1929, Huisman now operates globally with production

generated energy. “This is indeed the major issue,”

facilities in the Netherlands, China, the Czech Republic and Brazil,

says Roodenburg. “I’m thinking about solutions such as

and offices in Australia, Norway, Singapore and the USA. Huisman

converting energy into hydrogen and storing that in empty

designs and builds heavy construction installations for onshore and

oil or gas wells, but this wouldn’t be without risks and

offshore companies worldwide. Its product range can be divided

would cause major energy losses. Storage is a problem

into six main categories: cranes, pipe-laying systems, drilling

which we and the next generation of engineers still have

installations, winches, vessel concepts and special projects.

to tackle.”
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A VIEW FROM 2050

It’s 2050 and the Dutch Minister
of Maritime Affairs is reflecting on four scenarios

Author: Robert Visscher

SCENARIO 3:
SUSTAINABLE GROWTH
Working together responsibly
As the 2050 Minister of Maritime Affairs Marit
Ruys looks back on developments over the

“Remember when we had coal-fired power plants, with their large clouds
of smoke rising into the sky? It seems such a long time ago. The years after

past three decades or so, she shares her

the Paris climate agreement showed how united the world can be. Together,

vision of the future based on several very

countries worldwide buckled down and chose for more alternative fuels. All

different scenarios. The four scenarios on

major countries ratified the Paris agreement and immediately took measures

which she derives her vision were drawn
up by the NISS working group Maritime
Scenarios and used by the other working
groups to consider the implications for
their field. The stability of the geopolitical
situation and the extent of the switch from

to reduce CO2 emissions.
The transition from fossil to alternative fuel went smoothly. Coal-fired
power plants were gradually closed and large wind turbine parks were built
worldwide. This generated lots of work for maritime companies who built
the turbines, installed the distribution stations and carried out the associated
maintenance. Climate change was nipped in the bud, keeping our country from

fossil to renewable energy are both uncertain

becoming an underwater world and considerably reducing air pollution.

variables with huge potential impact. These

Instead of bunker oil, vessels started sailing on gas, and later hydrogen

uncertainties are incorporated in four different

and bio-fuels. There were also some experiments with nuclear energy. The

scenarios which are addressed throughout

transition to green alternatives gave an impulse to the maritime sector. The

the magazine.

European knowledge and expertise in terms of management was much in
demand across the globe. In addition, there were major efforts to reduce the
drag of ships and use big data for more efficient sailing. Vessels powered
by sails also made a comeback, although they were much more advanced
than the ships of old. The economy did grow slightly less rapidly than in the
past and global trade is slowly tapering off every year. Wealth is more equally
distributed and the earth is a cleaner and more social planet. We were just in

GEOPOLITICAL
STABILITY

FOSSIL ENERGY
SOURCES

time to make this happen.”

RENEWABLE
ENERGY

• Increase in technological development
• Significant reductions in fossil energy
• Major growth in alternative energy
• Slower increase in wealth
• Lower population growth

GEOPOLITICAL
INSTABILITY

• More recycling
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Energy and raw material extraction on and under water

The power
of the sea
Endless sources of energy and raw materials are hidden above and
below the waves. How can we use them in a sustainable manner?
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E

rnst Zuijlen is director of the Top Consortium for

produced at sea in Dutch waters, it is only a fraction of what is

Knowledge and Innovation for Offshore Wind, a

needed according to Van Zuijlen’s scenario above.

foundation which streamlines research into affordable

Van Zuijlen says that wind power will become considerably

wind energy within the Dutch Top Sector for Energy. He

cheaper in the future. “We were hoping that Dong Energy

would like to see the North Sea covered with wind turbines by

would guarantee a price of 10 cents per kWh,” he says. “But

2050. “Imagine a mast that is 100 m tall (as high as the tower

they are already well below this: the electricity will cost 7.3

of Utrecht Cathedral), equipped with rotor blades that are 80 m

cents per kWh.” The price drops are also seen in the subsidy

long (the wingspan of the largest Airbus).”

costs earmarked by the Dutch state in 2013 and now adjusted

Van Zuijlen describes the future scenario that was previously

downward, from eighteen to ten billion euros. According

outlined by research institute Ecofys. They calculated that

to Van Zuijlen, this fall in prices is thanks to factors such as

there are huge opportunities regarding wind energy in Europe,

technological innovation, as well as a fast-growing industrial

especially at sea, and that wind power can form the backbone

sector, which boosts competition.

of the energy supply of the countries around the North Sea
by 2050. In total, thirty to forty per cent of the energy needs

Metamorphosis

of the Netherlands can come from wind. These figures take

Whichever way we look at it, the energy landscape will

into account the fact that electricity is increasingly used for

probably look very different in 2050. And there is no doubt

transport, heating and industrial processes. “Our part of the

that the sea will play a crucial role in this: Van Zuijlen thinks

North Sea is shallow and close to major ports,” Van Zuijlen

that some ten per cent of the entire surface of the North

points out. “It’s ideal for large wind farms.”

Sea will be used for wind farms by then. “This will require

In the scenario envisaged by Ecofys, this area will undergo a

smart arrangements with other users, such as the fishing and

metamorphosis. According to Van Zuijlen, that will mean many

shipping sectors. Not least, we will have to take nature itself

more wind turbines. “The current electricity generation capacity

into account. I also see opportunities to connect different

in the North Sea – 10 GW – must be multiplied to a total of 250

energy sources to each other at sea. There are proposals for

to 300 GW,” he states. By comparison, Statistics Netherlands

a large artificial island in the middle of the Dogger Bank in the

measured around 32 GW of capacity in the Netherlands in

North Sea which could be a base for maintenance crews, for

2013, all sources combined. “It is possible to reach 300 GW

example.”

with a tenfold increase in the number of wind turbines, which

There are also cautious plans to build bridges between

should eventually grow to 25,000. Future wind turbines will

electricity production and oil & gas extraction, an industry

each deliver more current, some 10 MW each instead of the 4

that has a long presence at sea. Excess electricity could, for

to 6 MW for those currently installed.”

instance, be used to extract the last of the gas from a gas

There is great potential for wind energy in the rest of the world

field. It may sound paradoxical to use green energy to extract

as well, especially Europe. This will result in major opportunities

fossil fuels. “But gas is relatively clean and we can use it as

for the maritime sector, which will be called on to install the

a transition fuel,” Van Zuijlen explains. “If we stopped using

wind turbines, design & build the maritime substations required

fossil fuels all at once, society would, unfortunately, come to a

to efficiently transport the generated electricity, and be involved

grinding, creaking halt.”

in the maintenance process.

Van Zuijlen feels that, no matter what kind of infrastructure is
built at sea, this would represent opportunities for the maritime

Getting cheaper

sector in the country. “Rather than spending money on energy

Where the generation of green energy is concerned, the

from the Middle East or Russia, we can now invest in our

Netherlands still only plays a marginal role in Europe. Its

economy. This would result in a lot of industrial activity for

performance is poor but it shows a change is coming. In July

dredging and shipbuilding – activities in which the Dutch are

2016, the Ministry of Economy announced that the Danish

particularly good.”

company Dong Energy would develop the first two in a series
of areas in the North Sea designated for the development of
wind farms. In 2023, all areas covered with wind turbines in
Dutch waters should produce approximately 4.5 GW. While this
will represent a significant increase over the 1 GW currently
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Alternatives to the alternative
Wind energy is already mature, but the sea has other energy sources. There are prudent experiments in the Netherlands with turbines that
extract energy from the flow of water. A number of submerged turbines have been active since last year in places such as the Eastern
Scheldt storm surge barrier in Zeeland and on a floating platform off the coast of the island of Texel. It is also possible to extract energy from
waves through a procedure that is technically complex but has already been tried in countries like Portugal and Scotland. The Portuguese
plant was, however, turned off after only a few months due to financial problems. At any rate, there are not many places in the Netherlands
where currents and waves are strong enough for a large plant, and none of these sources are likely to make a major contribution to our
electricity network in 2050. The Dutch delta may be suitable for so-called blue energy, which involves generating electricity by mixing
saltwater from the sea with freshwater from rivers or lakes. A small pilot plant is in operation near the Afsluitdijk causeway. Some of our
energy may be produced with this method in 2050. While it cannot yet compete in terms of yield with the well-developed solar and wind
energy sectors, it does have the advantage of being much more stable. In this sense, wind energy, tidal energy and blue energy together
form a palette of renewable energy at sea.

Mining at the bottom of the ocean
More than just power can be extracted from the sea. There are many precious minerals on

Oil processing on the
seabed

the bottom of the ocean, including the so-called manganese nodules, which are roughly

Companies currently extract oil at great

the size of potatoes. Typically loaded with manganese and iron oxides, they contain lower

depths before bringing it up to the

concentrations of nickel, cobalt and copper – all valuable metals. Precious raw materials

surface for processing. This may look

can be found in many places, particularly in regions with volcanic activity. Despite their

very different in the future: in addition to

economic value, these potential treasure troves are still barely exploited.

the floating platforms, we will see more

There are several reasons for this. For one thing, mining underwater is much more

undersea installations for the extraction

complicated than on dry land. The deep sea is a hostile environment for humans, explains

of oil and gas. Moving the process from

Marck Smit of the Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research. “The pressure at a depth

above the surface to below it will enable

of around 5 km is extremely high, about five hundred times higher than atmospheric

us to connect the extraction method

pressure [this translates into a pressure of around 500 kg/cm² – ed.]. This is not

directly to the infrastructure on the sea

something a human being can just shrug off. It’s dark and cold – around 2 °C – and radio

floor, after which the extracted product

communications and GPS don’t work. All work has to be carried out by robots attached

can be processed on land or connected

to a vessel with long cables and pipes. Splitting rocks underwater also takes more

to existing drilling rigs. This will save

energy than on dry land.” Moreover, the effects of deep-sea mining on the surrounding

costs and make the processing of oil

environment have not been properly investigated. Even the murkiest ocean depths are

far more flexible. While this is unlikely

teeming with life. NIOZ is one of the institutes examining the impact of extraction on the

to be applied on a large scale in 2050,

environment. “Mining is associated with underwater clouds of dust, created when we

there are already a number of undersea

dig or drill into the soil – just as on land,” Smit explains. “This dust can be problematic for

installations in production.

the life forms in the vicinity. And after the soil has been disturbed with digging, the dust
clouds settle to form a new layer over the seabed. This represents a second disruption for

Like to know more?

the bottom-dwelling animals.” In addition, Smit points out the risk of harmful substances

Visit www.niss100.nl/magazine

being released from the soil. There are companies that have actually set their sights on

for references to the following

finding minerals on the seabed. Off the coast of South Africa, diamonds are sought after

sources:

at a depth of 90 to 140 m by companies like Royal IHC, DEME and Nautilus Minerals. The

• Shell (2016), ‘A better life with

latter already has three large mining robots called crawlers, which are ready and waiting

a healthy planet – Pathway

for a licence to start work off the coast of Papua New Guinea. Whether undersea mining

to net-zero emissions. A new

gets off the ground will depend on commodity prices. If they remain low, there is a smaller

lens scenarios supplement’

likelihood of it becoming commonplace. “There will probably be deep sea mining projects

• Exxon Mobil (2016), ‘The

by 2050, if only in the form of pilot projects,” Smit thinks. “Of course, this should not

Outlook for Energy: A View

be just an economic consideration. The ecological effects and public opinion are just as

to 2040’

important. Everyone in the field is very aware of this.”
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Good prospects for yachtbuilding

Less work,
more play
If, as seems likely, the world’s population keeps ageing, the affluent
middle class keeps growing, and transport costs remain relatively low,
the tourism market will continue to boom. This all translates into good
prospects for the maritime sector, which is deploying futuristic concepts

Author: Bruno van Wayenburg | Images: Yacht Islands Design, Jet Capsule, iAGS-Gianluca Santosuosso, Lobanov Design BMT Nigel Gee

in response.

A

recent study by the OECD entitled The Ocean

Different uses

Economy in 2030 stated that the market for marine

Luxury recreation will soon be within the reach of more

recreation is growing faster than other leisure

than just the fabulously wealthy. The broader middle class

markets. Take the cruise industry, for instance: the

will also have access, and they will require many different

OECD expects the number of international tourist arrivals to

types of recreation: from thrilling jaunts in the Arctic to

rise by 3.3% every year until at least 2030. This represents

small family cruises in nice tropical destinations. This desire

an increase of up to 43 million travellers a year. In 2030,

for different forms of recreation will also characterise the

maritime tourism is expected to provide employment to

market for superyachts. “Superyachts have two main

around 8.5 million people worldwide.

functions for owners,” states Feadship director Henk de

The NISS working group on Ship Concepts and Systems

Vries. “Having fun on their own and sailing with family &

expects this trend to continue until 2050. Tourist

friends. The ideal yacht for these activities has long existed,

destinations on the coast as well as the high seas will

but our clients tend to want more.”

remain popular. This is expected to have an effect on the

After all, owners like to do a wide range of things with

number of trips and vessels, but not on the size of the

their superyachts: some prefer to surf and will look for a

vessels. At the same time, safety will become increasingly

place with high waves, others opt for snorkelling in calm

important. The working group anticipates that large cruise

seas while some still enjoy shopping trips in picturesque

vessels will have double hulls as standard in the future so

coastal towns. This is the trend embraced by Feadship’s

as to prevent accidents such as the one suffered by Costa

latest Future Concept. Choice is a design for a yacht that

Concordia in 2012.

combines a clean diesel engine with an electric propulsion
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package, charged by two 25-metre tenders docked port
and starboard. These tenders can be detached and sail
independently of the mothership. An amphibious beach
house apartment at the aft of the vessel can also be
launched for sailing to and driving onto a beach. The
drone on top of the yacht also facilitates exploring the
surroundings and finding a perfect spot for the beach house.
This revolutionary concept is typical of the ideas expected
to play a major role in superyacht construction in the coming
years: inspiring plans which challenge the boundaries of the
possible in very innovative ways. “Customers ultimately
decide exactly what we build, of course,” De Vries
continues. “What’s fun about these concepts, however, is
that they demonstrate configurations that are possible in
principle, but not quite viable yet. They inspire us to work
together to push the envelope further.”

Technical innovation in yachtbuilding
The Netherlands as a yachtbuilding country is characterised
by high-quality design, construction and finishing, made
possible by an excellent infrastructure of yards, designers
and suppliers, De Vries underlines. “Of course, to justify the
high prices of products made here, we must continuously
offer conceptual and technical innovation.”
Many prospective buyers have a high-tech background
themselves and love to develop new technologies. De
Vries expects the role of innovation and technology on
superyachts to increase in the future, with ever more
gadgets on board, modularly structured, clean and
self-sufficient. This includes, for instance, the hybrid
propulsion of Feadship’s superyacht Savannah,
as well as engines running on clean diesel or GTL
(gas-to-liquid) diesel synthesised from liquefied
petroleum gas, pure electric propulsion, solar panels
or energy-generating kites.
It is encouraging that innovations from the yachtbuilding
industry in the field of propulsion and energy can now
also be used for other types of vessels. Moreover, major
developments are expected in the domain of materials
as well, with increasing use of composites, plastic and
glass. At the same time, and despite declining sales, there
will be more room for new versions of the classic sailing
yacht. “Sailboats are romantic, beautiful, quiet and clean,”
De Vries points out. “I am convinced that they will keep
cruising the world’s seas for many years to come.” ¾
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1. STAR
“To outsiders, all yachts look the same,” is said to have been an observation made by a friend of the
yacht designer Igor Lobanov, who then proceeded to sketch on a napkin how a truly futuristic yacht
might look. The ultimate result of this brainstorming was a busy design session by the Italian agency
Lobanov and the British bureau BMT that resulted in Star, a 132.70-metre superyacht concept that is
symmetric forward & aft. Peaking at 61.15 metres above the surface, from a distance she looks like a
half star floating in the water. Propulsion and steering are ensured by two electric Azipods under both
bows, enabling the craft to turn on her axis. Her top speed is around 18 knots, or 32 km/h.

2. Tropical Island Paradise
Tropical Island Paradise by the British firm Yacht Island Design is an unrestrained seaborne
fantasy: a tropical island featuring a volcano which houses the owner’s suite. The volcano
does not spew lava, but water, which forms a river that flows down among deluxe beach
bungalows to a swimming pool at the bow. The pool has a glass wall through which
swimmers can look out over the ocean. The stern features an ordinary deck that doubles as
a helipad, with a fold-out beach deck below. It is interesting to note that Yacht Island Design
has yet to create a design that is actually built.

3. U.F.O.
A cross between a yacht and house, Unidentified Floating Object (UFO) by the Italian agency Jet Capsule certainly is futuristic. The
central sphere has a diameter of 5.5 m and two levels. The top floor comprises a fully-equipped galley, while the bottom consists of
a salon and bathroom with shower. This is surrounded by a circular deck with a diameter of 12.5 m, covered with solar panels and –
depending on the inhabitants’ taste – palm trees, gardens, windmills, or even a mailbox. On top there will be solar panels to catch the
sun and underwater there will be generators in the shape of upside-down wind turbines to generate energy from ocean currents. In
addition to the usual home appliance, the craft will also feature a desalination plant and, possibly, a propulsion system in the shape of
an electric propeller. The latter seems to be a sought-after option, although UFO will be normally be at anchor.

4. MORPHotel
A cruise vessel that is also a city and vice versa: this is MORPHotel, the brainchild of the Italian designer and
architect Gianluca Santosuosso. Drifting on the ocean currents, this hotel has no fixed address, and any guests
have to sail to & from it or spend longer periods on board. The hotel centres on a floating flexible backbone one
kilometre in length. Its form is adaptive and can be adjusted to the currents and the environment. Moreover, in open
water it can serve as a floating port for smaller vessels to dock. The hotel is also supposed to be self-supporting
through the use of solar panels and power-generating components that harness the waves at the extremities of the
backbone element.
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Working and living at sea

CITY ON THE

WAVES
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In the future, we may live at sea, grow our food there and, of course, work
there too. The plans are impressive but a great deal of knowledge is needed

Auteur: Roel van der Heijden | Beeld: DeltaSync, Seasteading Institute

from the maritime sector before all this can be made possible.

‘E

arth’ is quite a strange name for a planet on

example, the airstrip built in Tokyo bay in the year 2000,

which more than 70% is covered by water.

some 121 metres wide and a kilometre in length. Several

People live on the land, of course, but the sea

successful landings were conducted on the test track and

is never far away. At the moment, roughly

the commission of inquiry concluded that a fully floating

50% of the population worldwide lives in delta or coastal

airport, approximately five kilometres long with a four-

regions – and some estimates have this figure increasing

kilometre runway, was achievable. On a much smaller

to 70% by 2050. The Netherlands is, of course, a perfect

scale, floating buildings are already a proven concept.

example of a heavily populated delta with little room for

Amsterdam’s Steigereiland has no fewer than 75 floating

cities to expand. There is plenty of space offshore of the

homes built in a concrete casing half a storey tall and fixed

North Sea coast, however, and the same thing applies to

in place on poles.

many other places around the world. Could we provide

Still, there are, as yet, no fully fledged cities on water.

accommodation at sea for a portion of the future delta

Floating projects are generally small scale and the

inhabitants? Will we later live in self-sufficient, floating

aforementioned airport was never realised, with the

cities?

airstrip now broken up. Nonetheless, floating cities are

Some seem to think so, such as the American

likely to feature increasingly in engineers’ thoughts,

Seasteading Institute, which has been working towards

according to Karina Czapiewska of Blue21, an international

the realisation of a floating city for years. Seasteading

network that connects experts and organisations with an

aims to create a floating community using connected

ambition to take to the water. “Nowadays, we hear a lot

pontoons of roughly 50 metres in diameter. These will

about climate change and the associated rising sea levels,

support buildings of no more than two storeys while

of course. I see this as an extra motivation to turn our

a large breakwater protects the floating parts of the

thoughts to the sea,” she says.

city. Seasteading wants to start small with around ten

This is, perhaps, the deciding factor for living on the water,

pontoons and 250 residents – a floating village, initially

which has been held back mainly due to high development

in the national waters of a host country. If successful,

costs. According to Seasteading, the ‘land prices’ for

they will take the idea to the open sea: a floating city in

the aforementioned floating city would be comparable

international waters with its own laws and regulations.

to those of London or New York, which would not be
affordable to everyone. Czapiewska finds it difficult to

Floating projects

estimate the cost of living at sea. In her opinion, it is

The idea of building at sea is certainly not new. Plans

greatly dependent on the location, for example; how far

have been formulated for decades and there are no

out at sea you wish to build. “A very rough estimate is

obstacles from a technical perspective. Various large,

that it would be twice as expensive to live at sea as on

floating structures and buildings already exist. Take, for

land,” she says. In time, Czapiewska can see a water
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“We obviously wouldn’t
want future North Sea
residents to get seasick
in their own living rooms.”

experiments on seaweed cultivation.
Another seaweed cultivation test will begin in the autumn
of this year at the Scheveningen Test Farm. But how
exactly do you install something like that? For this, you
need the expertise of the Dutch maritime companies who
not only have to install the production modules but must
also ensure that the installations do not sink, are well
maintained and float in the right place.
“In 2050 we expect there to be numerous multifunctional
and sustainable production locations in the North Sea,”
says Eef Brouwers from the North Sea Farm Foundation,
which works in the sustainable seaweed sector in

city being built off the coast of the Netherlands with

the Netherlands. “Preferably in combination with the

around 10,000 residents. Due to the costs involved, it

many wind farms that will be operational by that time.

is actually more likely that the water neighbourhood will

Sustainable biomass will then be produced for food and

start out much smaller – with hundreds of people – and

various biobased applications. By that time, this sector

maybe not even at sea. In any case, all of the plans will

will probably have a production volume of around 400

require knowledge of the sea; the behaviour of waves and

kilotons of seaweed (dry weight) and an estimated market

installations on the water.

value of roughly 800 million euros. But in order to realise
this prognosis, the maritime sector needs to be closely

Growing food

involved.”

If we do eventually end up living at sea, it would also

Apart from the costs, are there really only benefits to

be a logical step to grow food there. “Currently, our

be gained? After a long pause for thought, Czapiewska

food production at sea is virtually the same as it was

says that residents might feel sick due to the motion of

in prehistoric times. Fishing is a form of hunting and

the waves. “We will have to investigate this, of course.

gathering, in contrast to what we do with farming on

How far can wave action penetrate into the city? We

land,” says Czapiewska. She believes we will also see

obviously wouldn’t want future North Sea residents to

much more fish farming in the future; not in tanks and

get seasick in their own living rooms.” This provides even

pools, like now, but in large, sealed water bags that float

more opportunities for the Dutch maritime sector as their

in the sea. This would protect local species from the large

knowledge and expertise will be needed to ensure this

concentrations of faecal matter produced by a farm at sea,

does not happen. ¾

for example.
If we live at sea, why wouldn’t we use the crops that

Like to know more?

already grow there? Take seaweed, for instance, which is

Visit www.niss100.nl/magazine for references to the

perfectly suitable for direct consumption and already eaten

following sources:

a lot in Asia. You can also use seaweed to feed animals,
make cooking oil or use as a biofuel. The possibilities

• National Science Agenda (2016), ‘The Blue Route’

are endless. In addition, there are algae, which are ideal

• Future Vision on Technology Foundation (2016), ‘An

to grow for use as raw materials in countless industrial

ocean of opportunities, future visions on the ocean’

processes. This is already happening on a small scale

• OECD (2016), ‘The Ocean Economy in 2030’

for use in high-quality products, such as pigments and

• Ecorys, Deltares and Oceanic (2012), commissioned by

omega-3 fatty acids. With greater efficiency and lower

the European Commission (DG MARE), ‘Blue Growth

production costs, they could also be used for a much wider

Scenarios and drivers for Sustainable Growth from the

range of products, including biofuels. A lot of research into

Oceans, Seas and Coasts’

this is being carried out at Wageningen University.
Finally, it is possible to generate electricity using seaweed
and algae, by burning the biomass after the valuable raw
materials have been extracted. Two test locations are
currently available in the North Sea and earmarked for
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A VIEW FROM 2050

It’s 2050 and the Dutch Minister of
Maritime Affairs is reflecting on four scenarios

Auteur: Robert Visscher

SCENARIO 4:
SELF-SUFFICIENT
Every man for himself
As the 2050 Minister of Maritime Affairs Marit

“It was a shock when the Russians turned off the gas taps because they

Ruys looks back on developments over the

wanted to keep it all to themselves, damaging their relationship with the

past three decades or so, she shares her

European Union beyond repair. Europe subsequently focused on renewable

vision of the future based on several very

energy out of necessity. Giant wind farms arose in the seas around our

different scenarios. The four scenarios on
which she derives her vision were drawn
up by the NISS working group Maritime
Scenarios and used by the other working

continent. In addition, power was extracted from water on a large scale. There
are now large underwater turbines in the province of Zeeland and on the
Wadden islands which generate electricity from the currents. Near the Afsluitdijk
causeway is a large installation that generates ‘blue energy’ from the mixing

groups to consider the implications for

of salt and freshwater. We were lucky that the Dutch maritime sector already

their field. The stability of the geopolitical

had so much expertise in these sectors, allowing it to build large installations

situation and the extent of the switch from
fossil to renewable energy are both uncertain
variables with huge potential impact. These
uncertainties are incorporated in four different

at sea while taking into account issues like the impact of waves. This made the
transition much smoother. The shrinking of world trade was another heavy blow.
The major power blocs – China, the USA, Russia and Europe – turned in on
themselves decades ago. The result was a sharp decline in container shipping.

scenarios which are addressed throughout

Trade is now carried out mainly through inland shipping connecting neighbouring

the magazine.

countries. Tourism has grown slightly and there is higher demand for yachts and
cruise vessels in particular, even though vessels can barely leave Europe due to
the tensions between the different blocs. Meanwhile, the gap between rich and
poor continues to grow throughout the world. Many of the vessels in Europe,
Asia and North America now sail without crews. They find their way with
almost total independence and communicate with the shore wirelessly. There
have been ongoing discussions for some time aiming to set up a route of partly

GEOPOLITICAL
STABILITY

autonomous vessels connecting Europe and the United States or China. These
itineraries used to be plied by large container vessels every day, but the huge
incompatibilities regarding systems, standards and legal liability mean that it is

FOSSIL ENERGY
SOURCES

RENEWABLE
ENERGY

open to question whether they will ever be opened again.”
• Local energy supply
• Alternative energy due to economic considerations
• Major differences in prosperity worldwide

GEOPOLITICAL
INSTABILITY

• Small increase in world population
• Shrinking of world trade
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End-of-life provisions and recycling in shipbuilding

Vessels that
retain their value
Smart management and maintenance can significantly delay the scrapping of
vessels. But once they do have to be dismantled, it is important that as many
materials and components as possible are reused. While seemingly a matter
of technological advancement, recycling also has low-tech components.
According to the NISS working group Design and Production Processes, “The
circular economy in the maritime sector runs against the inertia in our society.
The limits of the existing system have been reached and this requires us to
adjust our working methods accordingly. This is why sustainable technologies
will have to become available to everyone.”
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P

redictions about what management, maintenance
and recycling might look like in the maritime sector in
2050 are necessarily subjective. “Everything depends
on your perspective,” explains the working group’s

chair Ubald Nienhuis. “We expect that there will be some

“What will matter in the end
is making technology available
for the rest of the world.”

very high-tech developments, such as the introduction of
inverse 3D printers, but also plenty of low-tech solutions
being applied. This is because the rest of the world will still

involved Chinese and Dutch designers working together

be facing major poverty issues.”

on innovative solutions. Technical universities are helping

To preserve the value of vessels and other maritime

develop a documentation system for ship materials that will

assets, shipping company operators are betting on

make recycling easier.” Given that working processes in the

smart fleet management. “Operators must always have

maritime sector are so diverse, what can we expect in 2050?

a rich understanding of the situation: In what state are

An extreme vision is that of a world with unlimited energy

the materials? When do parts require repairs? Are there

(because we can synthesise fuel) and continuing scarcity in

components that need to be replaced? This form of

materials, which might by 2050 lead to the development of an

management is called smart today, but by 2050 it will be

inverse 3D printer.

mainstream.” While it is the shipping company which

“Such a device would break down materials, including from

currently has ultimate responsibility for management and

vessels, atom by atom and rearrange them into new matter.

maintenance, the working group expects this to increasingly

We could choose whether to turn them back into iron ore

come to rest with the shipyards and supply companies in the

or some other substance. Another 3D printer would use

future. They will provide products which create value for their

the material to manufacture a new vessel or new parts, as

customers, and will do so at the lowest possible lifecycle

required. The development of technology that would make it

costs. The preconditions for this appear to be smart materials,

possible to reconfigure molecules is beyond the remit of the

predictive maintenance and situational awareness. “Intelligent

maritime sector, but would entirely determine what we do

materials enable sustainable solutions, for example. Smart

– and, especially, how we do it – in the subsequent hundred

coatings, composites and materials with sensors can indicate

years.”

when they need to be replaced or repaired by themselves.
This is a developed form of predictive maintenance.”
Another important factor for sustainable management and

The pace of development

maintenance is connectivity, or the cooperation between

According to Nienhuis, there are a range of different

computers and sensors on a vessel and onshore. This should

possibilities for 2050. “The world is not developing at the

ensure that a vessel has situational awareness. “What this

same pace everywhere. New solutions are emerging while

means is that an autonomous vessel must always know

old conditions continue to exist. I think that there will still

where it is. If, for instance, it is active in the Arctic, and the

be many unfortunate populations in 2050 who have to work

3D printer on board needs to print a new machine part, it is

hard just to earn a living. The circular economy is not only a

useful if the type of alloy chosen is resistant to temperatures

question of high-tech applications, but also involves a lot of

of fifty degrees Celsius below zero, say.”

people who are mired in poverty.”
What does this mean for the maritime sector? “Some

Scrapping and reusing

maritime professionals will feel called upon to do something

The use of high-tech solutions for recycling is not in itself

for developing countries, while others pounce on the

obvious. After all, low-tech remains much cheaper. Of course,

development of new technology.” Either way, experts believe

operators would prefer to no longer be faced with newspaper

that the scenarios predicting the future of society are actually

photos showing their old vessels being irresponsibly

not all that relevant to the development of the maritime

scrapped on beaches in India or Bangladesh. The IMO

sector. “If the world is divided into four unequal geopolitical

conference in Hong Kong (2009) led the way in terms of

components, say, our high-tech approach will still be

new regulations (the Hong Kong International Convention

implemented. It might proceed a bit slower as the scale will

for the Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships).

be smaller, but what matters is that the technology ultimately

New growth markets for scrapping and recycling, such as

be made available to the rest of the world so that all human

green ship recycling, arose later, especially in China. “This

beings can benefit.”¾
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THE MARITIME
MARKETS
IN 2050

Energy transition
Without concerted action, the energy mix will look as
follows:

85%

fossil

10%

renewable

5%

In 2050, we will use our rivers,
waterways and seas for other

Renewable
energy

purposes than today. This page

nuclear

85%

price fall
compared to 2000

19%

more generation
capacity since 2000

features fact & figures from
various sources which will have
a major impact on maritime
markets in 2050.

The NISS working group Maritime Scenarios has
identified six drivers which will impact everything
that moves above and under the ocean surface:
geopolitical stability, degree of substitution of
fossil energy for renewable energy, technological
development, climate change, socioeconomic

TRANSPORT

RECREATION &
TOURISM

Potential conflict zones:
- East and South China Sea
- Arctic routes
Shift from multilateral to multipolar system
with several power blocks

developments, and developments in policy &
legislation. The first two drivers are the basis of
the scenarios defined in the working group, and
reflected in the four scenarios covered in this
magazine.

Geopolitical stability
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Technological developments

Socioeconomic development

Emergence of new technologies

9.700.000.000
people in the world

robotics

big data

telematics

400%
90%

3D printing

in
66% living
urban areas

materials &
construction

Majority belong to
the middle class

added
value

< 20% are children

cheaper in
four years

economic
3% average
growth per year

“41% of air freight and 37% of
water freight will be threatened
by 3D printing”

40.000.000
fewer jobs in Europe

RAW MATERIALS & OFFSHORE ENERGY
GENERATION

+2ºC

Expected increase of
two degrees

LIVING, WORKING &
INFRASTRUCTURE

GOVERNMENT

Max.

-50%
-90%

200.000.000
climate refugees

> 30 dagen
Arctic routes navigable

Climate change

1,5ºC

Efforts related to maximum rise
in global temperature as per Paris
climate agreement
Ambition to reduce CO2
emissions produced by shipping
Ambition to reduce accidents in
the shipping sector

Regulations (safety, design, environment)

Sources:

• United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2015), ‘World Population 		
Prospects: The 2015 Revision’
• United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2014), ‘World Urbanization 		
Prospects: The 2014 Revision’
• PWC (2015), ‘The World in 2050. Will the shift in global economic power continue?’
• Instituut Clingendael (2014), ‘Een wankele wereldorde. Clingendael Strategische
Monitor 2014’
• McKinsey Global Institute (2013), ‘Disruptive technologies: Advances that will transform 		
life, business, and the global economy’
• United Nations University Institute for Environment and Human Security (2009), ‘Mapping
the Effects of Climate Change on Human Migration and Displacement’
• United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2013). ‘Climate Change 2013.
The Physical Science Basis. Summary for Policymakers’

Concept: Buro Blonk
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Prize winners
PROFILE PIECES CONTEST
The 2015-2016 academic year saw secondary school students from the Rotterdam region participate in a profile paper competition
organised by the NISS support fund. Taking the ‘maritime world in 2050’ theme as inspiration, they were supported by students from
Delft University of Technology associated with the William Froude student association.

1

€5.000

2 €3.000

3 €2.000

Name:

Name:

Names:

Jorik van Nielen, fifth year pre-university education,

Daviid Booysen, sixth year pre-university education,

Koen Vierling and Jasper Schuddeboom, sixth year

Rudolf Steiner College

Wolfert Dalton

pre-university education, Libanon Lyceum

Age:

Age:

Ages: both 18 now, 52 in 2050

17 now, 51 in 2050

18 now, 52 in 2050

Advanced education:

Advanced education:

Advanced education:

Maritime Technology and Industrial Design at Delft

Finish secondary school, then a technical study,

Maritime Technology at Delft University of

University of Technology

perhaps maritime.

Technology

Profile paper title:

Profile paper title:

Profile paper title:

Hydrofoiling Ocean Racer

How large will the largest container vessel be in

InfraSUB, the maritime transport of the future

Subject:

2050?

Subject:

Both keen sailors, Koen and Jasper studied the

Subject:

Not above but below the water is where sea

possibility of using hydrofoil technology to improve

Large, larger, largest. Jorik researched the size of

transport (oil and containers) could take place in

the sailing speed of multihull ocean racers.

container vessels in 2050, examining the growth

2050. Daviid researched an unmanned transport

Hydrofoils, lifting surfaces beneath the vessel,

of the global economy, operating costs of current

submarine, a futuristic prospect that appeals to

can raise the ocean racer above the water to

container vessels and the physical boundaries of

the imagination. His research involved speaking

considerably increase speed. In their paper Koen

existing (and possible future) shipping routes. In his

to various experts, looking at air lubrication for

and Jasper also made several recommendations

winning paper, Jorik also gave various suggestions

resistance reduction and addressing current themes

for follow-up research on aspects such as the

on alternative propulsion concepts such as Flettner

such as autonomous sailing and 3D printing.

placement of the foils, sailing equipment and

rotors and wind propulsion for container vessels.

water makers that would no longer be in the water.
“In 2050 there will definitively be a

Ocean racers may look very different in 2050 if their

“Will the scale of container vessels

transport submarine! There will be no

recommendations are taken on board.

continue to grow? It depends! There are so

more crew and piracy risks, and weather

many factors that can be of influence, but

conditions will also have less influence.”

“We made a good polystyrene model.

the capacity of existing ports is certainly

Although this unfortunately broke, it did

a limitation.”

help us further develop our ideas.”
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to inspire readers, stimulate them to think about the
long term future, and offer a perspective for innovative
developments in shipping and shipbuilding by looking
together with the maritime sector at how the maritime
world might look in 2050. The contents of this magazine
are a journalistic translation of the discussions in four
different working groups, supplemented by interviews
and other articles.
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